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Abstract
Data from two vestibular experiments conducted on the US Space Shuttle Space Life Sciences
(1991, 1993) missions were combined to assess the effects of the microgravity (gG) environment
on the horizontal angular vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) in a group of seven astronaut subjects.
Data was collected during preflight, inflight, and postflight sessions. Eye movement was
recorded via electrooculography (EOG) as the subjects were rotated at 120'/s for one minute, and
then stopped. Recording continued for one minute after the chair stop. For one half of the runs,
subjects pitched their head forward 90' immediately after the chair stop, which is known to
"dump" post-rotatory nystagmus in 1-G. Slow phase velocity (SPV) was calculated via
differentiation and order statistic (OS) filtering. First order model gains and time constants (z)
were calculated for each of the per-and post-rotatory run segments via a quadratic optimization
method.
Since gain data was variable and showed no clear trends, analyses focused on time constants.
Significant changes in inflight (FLIGHT) r could not be demonstrated relative to preflight (PRE)
for the entire group of subjects. Mean per-rotatory (PER) was 12.8 s; mean post-rotatory head-
erect (HE) t was 17.6 s. However, inflight data suggested a spectrum of inflight responses for
individual subjects, and that those responses predicted the pattern of postflight responses:
Inflight testing indicated that the time constants of four of the subjects (Group II) were equal to or
greater than preflight measures, and that the other subjects (Group I) had adapted head-upright
t's that were shorter relative to preflight values. Head-upright time constants clearly decreased
(PER: by 3.0 s; HE: by 7.6 s) for Group I subjects between preflight and early postflight (EARLY)
tests. Head-upright time constant decreases between preflight and late postflight (LATE) (PER:
by 1.1 s; HE: by 2.5 s) occurred for the group of seven subjects.
Inflight dumping time constants increased relative to preflight and early postflight sessions
(FLIGHT/PRE=1.3, FLIGHT/EARLY=1.5). In addition, significant decreases in inflight dumping
r's relative to head-erect inflight controls were not found, even in subjects with longer time
constants, demonstrating that dumping is due to gravireceptive cue conflict.
This research was supported by NASA Contract NAGW-4333.
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Introduction
Background
One of the challenges associated with long duration space flight is the control of space motion
sickness (SMS) that occurs in some astronauts after prolonged exposure to weightlessness. It is
hypothesized that SMS arises from an unfamiliar combination of cues from the vestibular system
and other (visual, tactile, proprioceptive) sensory systems. Studies of microgravity (gG)-induced
changes in the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) provide key insight into the state of the vestibular
system, and into the origins of sensory conflict and SMS.
Non-voluntary eye movements, which help stabilize images on the retina during head rotation,
are affected by both visual and vestibular cues. The central nervous system (CNS) processes the
image, and this helps eye movement control through an attempt to minimize movement of the
image on the retina..
If the head movement is rapid or unexpected, the visual processing becomes too slow and eye
movement control becomes dependent upon the vestibular system. The VOR corresponds to eye
movement arising totally through vestibular cues.
If a head rotation causes large eye movement, the eye will exhibit a nystagmus, an eye motion
consisting of a slow, compensatory "slow phase" movement in the direction opposite of head
rotation, followed by a quick movement, called a fast phase, in the direction corresponding to the
head rotation. The slow-phase velocity (SPV) is the eye velocity signal during compensatory eye
movement.
VOR responses can thus be experimentally elicited by rotating a subject while masking visual
cues. Often in practice, this is done by placing a subject on a rotating chair in the dark. When the
chair's motion stimulus is a rectangular pulse of rotational velocity, the subject's slow phase
movement rises rapidly at first to a rotational velocity opposite in direction to that of the chair.
The temporal evolution of the SPV during the pulse corresponds approximately to a decaying
exponential. When the chair stops, the slow phase velocity will increase again, but in the
opposite direction, and then decay again to zero. Measurements during chair movement are
"per-rotatory" and those conducted during the period after chair has stopped are "post-rotatory."
The relationship between chair velocity input and SPV output is well approximated by a linear
time invariant system. System models incorporate the effects of cupula endolymph dynamics
and neural pathways which contribute to the VOR response. Such models have included up to
three poles and four zeros (Raphan, Matsuo et al. 1979).
KZs
The simplest such model corresponds to a first order high pass filter: H(s) =
zs +
(Steinhausen 1933; Van Egmond, Groen et al. 1949). In this case, K is the VOR gain and r is the
dominant time constant of nystagmus decay. Higher order models have been developed to
describe neural adaptation, which is known to cause the observed undershoot in the SPV curves
at the ends of the per- and post-rotatory periods (Figure 1). As a result of the undershoots, time
constants estimated during the per-rotatory period of such a chair experiment run are invariably
shorter (by -5 seconds) than the time constants of the corresponding post-rotatory phases. Since
these two time constants are predicted by the same model, their numerical values are highly
correlated.
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Figure 1. Idealized Rotating Chair Subject's SPV(solid) resulting from a one minute pulse of
angular velocity (dashed) [from Balkwill, 1992]
Although the dynamics of the VOR decay were traditionally attributed to fluid flow in the
semicircular canals of the inner ear. It was noted that people who were normally subjected to
unusual vestibular stimuli (e.g. skaters, pilots) had VOR responses for which z was considerably
smaller. Studies on monkeys revealed that nystagmus persisted even after action potentials from
the semicircular canals ceased. This suggested a neural mechanism with lead/lag dynamics that
perpetuated the VOR.
There have been several higher order LTI system models that have accounted for this observed
lengthening. One of the earliest (Robinson 1977) explains lengthening through visual system
processing of a hypothetical efferent estimate of head rotation. The observed first order
exponential nature of the VOR is explained through pole-zero cancellations.
Another model explains time constant lengthening through a hypothetical neural mechanism
known as known as velocity storage (VS). VS is thought to act through an "indirect pathway" as a
leaky integrator and has the effect of canceling the pole associated with the semicircular canal
fluid flow, and substituting a longer time constant r. This is accomplished, in terms of the system
dynamics, through creation of a zero in the s-plane due to the indirect pathway and creation of a
pole due to the leaky integrator. This zero cancels the pole associated with the canal time
constant, yielding the VS pole as that associated with the VOR time constant (Raphan, Matsuo et
al. 1979). Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the Raphan-Cohen model for VOR velocity storage.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the Raphan-Cohen model for VOR velocity storage [from Balkwill, 1992]
The magnitude of the dominant time constant, T, is affected by many factors including canal,
otolith, visual, and proprioceptive cues. It is thought that the adaptive nature of the time
constant serves to help process lower frequency angular motion dealt with in everyday life
(Raphan, Matsuo et al. 1979).
Previous research has suggested that when subjects in 1-G perform a 90' pitch-forward head
motion at the beginning of the post-rotatory period, the VOR time constant is shortened. This
result, called "nystagmus dumping," seems to result from sensory conflict. Semicircular canal
afferents indicate rotation about an axis perpendicular to the gravity vector, whereas otolith and
tactile cues indicate that the head is immobile with respect to gravity. It is hypothesized that
since VS attempts to integrate otolith, canal, and tactile cues, and since these cues provide
conflicting information during the dumping experiment, VS is suppressed.
In O-G, otolith cues which normally detect the presence of gravity are not present and cause
sensory conflict due to their unfamiliar nature and partial disagreement with other cues (visual,
semicircular canal, proprioceptive). The post-rotatory VOR time constant has been studied in O-G
parabolic flight, and was found to decrease significantly, both for subjects as a group (DiZio and
Lackner 1988) and also in most individual subjects (Oman, Pouliot et al. 1996). Forward (Oman,
I
Pouliot et al. 1996) or backward (DiZio and Lackner 1988) head movements did not further
shorten the time constant by a significant amount. It was suggested (DiZio and Lackner 1988;
Oman, Pouliot et al. 1996) that the shortening of the time constant arose from loss of VS due to the
unfamiliarity of otolith cues after transition to O-G. Since velocity storage was lost with the head
erect, it could not be determined whether head tilt also triggered dumping (Oman, Pouliot et al.
1996).
Astronaut subjects exposed to the gG of spaceflight should likewise demonstrate this suppression
of VS. A question, however, arises as to what happens to the VOR VS after inflight adaptation
occurs. Some subjects might show VOR with increased z since their VS has adapted to their low
frequency motions made in gG. Still other subjects might adapt with lower r because their VS
might be ignoring vestibular cues and utilizing more visual and tactile cues (to minimize sensory
conflict). An earlier analysis of SLS-2 rotating chair data suggested that individuals may adapt
differently to prolonged gG, so that some subjects show a persistent loss of VS, while others show
normal or even prolonged VOR time constants (Oman, Pouliot et al. 1996).
It has been hypothesized that (Oman and Kulbaski 1988; Oman and Balkwill 1993; Oman, Pouliot
et al. 1996) for a brief time after return to earth, the VS mechanism should also be inactivated until
readaptation to the original environment takes place. In both cases, while velocity storage is
inactivated, time constants should be shortened since the VOR time constant reverts to that of the
canal dynamics. Previous studies have shown that after other types of sensory disturbances,
VOR readaptation normally takes place from one to two weeks (Gonshor and Jones 1971)
Experiments performed over the past decade have clarified jiG's effect on the VOR but have been
inconclusive regarding certain phenomena. Questions regarding inflight dumping, VS
adaptation inflight, and readaptation after return 1-G remain to be answered. This study
attempts to demonstrate conclusively jiG's effect through the integration of data from two
rotating chair experiments performed on two Space Shuttle missions: Space Lab Sciences (SLS)- 1
(1991) and SLS-2 (1993). The experimental methodologies corresponding to the two missions
were practically identical in that subjects' VOR were recorded in a similar manner before, during,
and after the spaceflight. Pooling data from these two missions increases the number of subjects
in the study, and therefore its statistical power.
Previous Results
The effect of prolonged weightlessness on the postflight VOR has been studied in five previous
space shuttle spaceflight missions (SL-1, D-1, SLS-1, IML-1, SLS-2). Three of these missions
(SLS-1, IML-1, and SLS-2) also yielded usable inflight data. All of these missions employed
similar protocol for eliciting responses (one minute, 120'/s, rectangular rotating chair stimuli)
and measured horizontal VOR responses via EOG during the per- and post-rotatory periods.
Much has been learned concerning VOR changes as a result of exposure to gG over the course of
these missions. In addition, processing techniques for rotating chair data have increased in
sophistication since the first SL-1 analysis and have made it possible to detect changes in VOR
responses with greater accuracy and greater efficiency. Both scientific findings observed in the
previous mission analyses and the analytical techniques used to determine these findings will be
briefly reviewed:
Scientific Results: The SL-1 mission (1983) experiment incorporated four subjects tested over five
preflight and three postflight sessions. The first analysis of this data (1988) computed SPV using
a computerized method and estimated z and K through log-linear regression. It found that three
of the four subjects had decreased z (by 21%) during the first two postflight sessions (one and two
days after landing), but concluded that by the fourth day after landing, r had returned to the
preflight value (Oman and Kulbaski 1988).
A second analysis (1993) of the SL-1 mission again estimated the first order model parameters.
These estimations, however, were performed through constrained optimization (Grace 1990;
Liefield 1993). Order statistic (OS) filtering (Engelken and Stevens 1990; Liefield 1993) was used
instead of an acceleration detection program to estimate the SPV decay envelope. In addition,
data corresponding to the subject whose time constant did not significantly change postflight in
the previous SL-1 analysis were not included in this analysis due to small EOG potentials. Not
surprisingly, the results of this study determined that all three subjects had decreased time
constants postflight. However, by this analysis, none of the subjects demonstrated that r had
recovered preflight values by the fourth day after landing (Liefield 1993).
The subsequent D-1 mission (1985) also included a pre- /postflight rotating chair experiment.
However, model-fitting techniques were not used to analyze its data. Instead, the SPV time series
were averaged by subject, direction, and session. It turned out that two of the five subjects had
direction asymmetries. Of the three who did not, all preflight SPV responses were averaged and
compared to the average of all the responses from the first postflight session (first day after
landing), and through a X2 test, it was determined that postflight responses decayed more
rapidly (Oman and Weigl 1989), from which one might infer that the VOR time constant
shortened.
The rotating chair protocol of the SLS-1 (1991) mission was similar to the previous two, but also
measured responses inflight (on days four and five after launch) and included for the first time a
dumping experiment during which the head was pitched forward after chair stop and held in this
position through the entire post-rotatory period. The first analysis of the SLS-1 data indicated
that mean inflight post-rotatory head-erect time constants, estimated through log-linear
regression, were similar for 3/4 subjects compared to preflight. Dumping inflight time constants
also increased for the same three subjects, presumably because the otolith organs which cause
sensory conflict were not stimulated inflight. An early postflight decrease in head-erect time
constants was detected only for one subject (Oman and Balkwill 1993).
The rotating chair experiment performed as part of the IML-1 (1992) mission also included
inflight measures, but dumping head movements were not possible due to equipment limitations.
The analysis determined that subjects' time constants decreased inflight, and returned to normal
postflight (Oman and Calkins 1993). One explanation for the fact that postflight decreases in z
were not detected is that time constants were averaged across both early and late postflight
sessions (which occurred on the mission return day, and on the first, second, fifth, eighth and
30th day thereafter).
The SLS-2 (1993) experiment was similar to the previous four. However, the analysis employed
quadratic optimization as a means to produce improved estimates of K and r as opposed to log-
linear regression. Data was collected pre-, in-, and postflight. The inflight measures were
conducted both early (4 days) and late (10 days) into the mission. The analysis distinguished
early (first three experimental sessions) from late (latter three experimental sessions) postflight.
Data on the acute effects of 0-G were obtained in parabolic flight for 3 of the 4 subjects. The study
found that after several days in orbit, r with head-upright for the inexperienced astronaut
subjects had a tendency to increase inflight whereas those for the experienced subjects remained
lowered (compared to preflight). In addition, for both subjects tested on the second flight session,
head-upright r tended to increase during the mission, suggesting VS restoration. The study also
found a significant decrease in head-upright "r during early postflight as compared to preflight.
Although changes in K across gravity conditions have been investigated in the previous
experiment, these changes have been inconsistent and highly variable. However, the IML-1 and
SL-1 experiments suggested that gains were reduced postflight compared to preflight, and the
IML-1 experiment also detected an inflight increase in K.
Previous Data Analysis Techniques: For the first analysis of SL-1's data, fast phase removal was
accomplished by an eye acceleration detection algorithm (Massoumnia 1983). This algorithm
would detect the beginning and end of a fast phase, and attempt to interpolate SPV through it.
Unfortunately, the algorithm was unable to detect a considerable number of fast phases
necessitating manual editing. This process was time consuming and it introduced human error
and potential bias into the experimental results.
For the D-1 analysis, the raw eye-position data was analog, and was electronically differentiated.
Sampling and SPV envelope detection was performed manually from chart records, and through
manual sampling of electronically differentiated analog eye movement signal (Oman and Weigl
1989).
Order statistic (OS) filtering was introduced in the SLS-1 analysis as a means of automatically
interpolating through fast-phases. OS filters are running-window non-linear filters whose
outputs are based upon ordered statistics (such as the median) of data in the window. Two such
OS filters were utilized: The predictive finite impulse response mean hybrid (PFMH) filter, and
the adaptive asymmetrically trimmed mean (AATM) filter. The PFMH filter operated on the raw
eye position signal and had the effect of smoothing noise artifacts and sharpening nystagmus
peaks to facilitate detection. The AATM filter operated on the eye velocity signal, and
interpolated through the fast phases by estimating a centroid in a truncated histogram of the
window (Engelken and Stevens 1990).
Characterization of the VOR's response decay has been accomplished via two means in the
previous experiments: One method, denoted parametric analysis, involves identification of K
and r through model fitting, averaging within various experimental conditions, and subsequently
determining effects of the various conditions via statistical comparisons of the averaged
parameters. Parametric analysis was utilized in both SL-1 analyses, the IML-1 analysis, and the
SLS-2 analysis.
Another means of determining effects of the various conditions, denoted ensemble averaging, is
to average entire run segment time series within the various conditions. Differences between the
time series averages under the various conditions is then determined through statistics such asX 2
and Xt2 (Oman and Kulbaski 1988; Oman and Weigl 1989; Liefield 1993; Oman and Balkwill 1993;
Pouliot 1995).
Parameter identification itself has been realized by different methods: One such method, called
log-linear regression, involves operation of the logarithm function on a run segment (either per-
or post-rotatory portion of the run) and then performing linear regression on this transformed
time series. Log-linear regression is relatively simple and quick to perform, but it has a tendency
give greater weight to lower magnitude data points in the SPV waveform, which also have lower
signal to noise ratios.
The other method, called constrained optimization, involves determination of the global
minimum of a multiparameter function which is the mean square difference between the data
time series and the model time series. For models larger than first order, this method is more
appropriate (Grace 1990; Balkwill 1992; Liefield 1993). MATLAB function and scripting abilities
have made it possible to analyze entire sessions of a subject's data in a semi-automated manner
reducing the processing time (Balkwill 1992; Liefield 1993; Pouliot 1995). Constrained
optimization can be used to fit either data from individual runs, or ensemble averaged data.
Goals of This Study
The evolution of rotating chair studies performed during the past two decades have contributed
to our knowledge of vestibular adaptation in space. However, analyses of data from individual
missions have been limited in that the number of subjects participating in each of the studies have
been small. Furthermore, analytical methods have improved over the course of the missions.
It is thus advantageous to combine data from these studies such that a large group of subjects can
be studied simultaneously and such that the most sophisticated and pertinent analytical
techniques can be used consistently for all of the subjects.
Ultimately, one would like to combine all the data from the five missions for a grand study of
pG's effect on the VOR. Inflight data was available from only three missions. The procedures
used for testing on SLS-1 and SLS-2 were virtually identical, so this study concentrated on those.
It was hoped that by combining data from the two missions, one could search for trends in the
data with a fresh perspective, and have the ability to draw better conclusions as to how subjects,
in general, react to the gravity changes.
One of the goals of this study was to determine whether or not SLS-2 conclusions regarding head-
erect inflight data were confirmed when the subject population was enlarged from four subjects
to eight. The previous SLS-2 analysis grouped subjects as "slow adapters" and "fast adapters"
based on inflight head-erect measures of VOR time constants. The SLS-2 study noted that there
was an apparent correlation between this subject grouping and previous flight experience of the
subject which also appeared to apply to the earlier missions (Oman, Pouliot et al. 1996).
Another goal was to verify the previous finding of decreases in head-upright z between inflight
and early postflight testing sessions. Different rotating chair studies have provided different
conclusions regarding this comparison: The SL-1 (both analyses), D-1, and SLS-2 studies suggest
the existence of this decrease, whereas the SLS-2 and IML-1 studies did not find a decrease for all
subjects.
A further goal of this study was to determine whether or not head-upright r regained baseline
values by late postflight testing. Although the first analysis of the SL-1 data indicated that this
was the case, the second analysis was unable to confirm recovery. The SLS-1 and SLS-2 missions
could not find a difference between preflight and late postflight time constant values. The IML-1
study did not distinguish between early and late postflight testing.
A fourth goal of this research was to confirm the observation in both SLS-1 and SLS-2 that time
constants were not reduced by the dumping maneuver during inflight testing, even in those
subjects who had apparently recovered VS.
Methods
Experimental sessions were conducted before, during, and after the SLS-1 (STS-40; June 5-14,
1991) and SLS-2 (STS-58; October 18-November 1, 1993) spaceflight missions. Subjects in this
study included five males and three females. Three of the subjects were Payload Specialists, and
five were NASA Mission Specialists. Four of the subjects were making their first spaceflight
while the other four had flown before. The subjects are here coded G, M, N, P, T, V, X, and Y (M,
N, P, T correspond to SLS-1 and G, V, X, Y correspond to SLS-2). Two of the subject codes
correspond to an individual who flew on both spaceflights. While none of the subjects had
history of vestibular disease, one subject had esophoria, reduced acuity in the right eye, and
childhood strabismus surgery in that eye.
The experimental design of this combined study is factorial with repeated measures, so that each
subject served as his or her own control. For both missions, four 1-G preflight (PRE) sessions
were conducted at the NASA Johnson Space Center (approximately 130, 90, 60, and 25 days
before launch for SLS-1, and 122, 110, 88, and 18 days before launch for SLS-2). For SLS-1,
inflight (FLIGHT) testing consisted of one session conducted on the fourth flight day for subject
N and the fifth day for the three other SLS-1 subjects. The inflight testing for SLS-2 consisted of
two sessions conducted on flight days 4 and 10. Postflight testing on SLS-1 was conducted over
four sessions (one, two, four, and seven days after landing for subject N, and on the landing day
and one, four, and seven days thereafter for the other subjects). The first two sessions have been
designated as "early" postflight (EARLY) and the latter two as 'late" postflight (LATE). Postflight
testing for the SLS-2 experiment was conducted over six sessions (on the landing day and one,
two, six, nine, and 11 days thereafter). Similar to the SLS-1 experiment, the first three postflight
sessions have been designated "early" and the latter three have been designated 'late".
The rotating chair employed in the ground experiments was motorized and velocity-servo
controlled (Oman and Balkwill 1993). This chair rotated on an axis parallel to the gravity vector.
Subjects placed in the chair wore light occluding eye goggles to mask visual cues, and wore
binaural earphone monitors through which the operator communicated in order to mask
auditory rotation cues and maintain alertness.
The chair employed during orbital experiments was lightweight, and manually spun by an
operator standing beside it in foot loops. Desired constant rotational speed was achieved by
pushing the chair three times per rotation in a smooth 1-Hz metronome cadence. Subjects were
seated in this chair with their legs crossed in a lotus position. The subjects wore goggles identical
to those in ground testing. On SLS-2 they wore binaural headphones that actively canceled noise,
but on SLS-1, wore earplugs.
Each experimental session consisted of a series of rotation tests, denoted as runs. Ideally, there
were 8 runs per ground or SLS-2 inflight session. Normal SLS-1 inflight sessions consisted of 5
runs. Some factors limiting sessions from incorporating the ideal number of runs included
computer crashes, subject nausea, and lack of time necessary for a session's completion. The
normal testing sequence is listed in Table 1. SLS-1 inflight testing incorporated slightly different
sequences.
Table 1. SLS-1 ground & SLS-2 ground, inflight
experimental test sequence
EOG CAL
CW HE
CCW HE
CW DMP
CCW DMP
EOG CAL
CW HE
CCW HE
CW DMP
CCW DMP
EOG CAL
EOG, electrooculogram; CAL, calibration run;
CW, clockwise run; HE, postrotatory head-erect
run; CCW, counterclockwise run; DMP, dumping
run
A run consisted of two phases: The chair, initially at rest, accelerated to 120'/s in a manner
approximating a step in either a clockwise (CW) or counter-clockwise (CCW) direction. After one
minute of rotation at constant speed, the chair was similarly decelerated to a stop, while
measurements were still performed at least up to one minute after this event. (The electrically
powered chair's acceleration was controlled by a shaping circuit and full acceleration and
deceleration were achieved within 0.5 s. The manually powered chair's acceleration and
deceleration were only slightly lower).
There were two different types of runs conducted in the sessions: head-erect and dumping.
During the head-erect runs, the subject's head was upright and centered over the chair rotation
axis during both the per- and post- rotatory phases of chair motion. For a dumping run, the
subject pitched his or her head forward (mostly at the head and shoulders) forward 90 just after
the chair stopped.
Electrooculography (EOG) was utilized to measure binocular horizontal eye position in both
ground and inflight testing. The EOG bi-temporal neonatal surface electrodes were pregelled
and placed on the subjects' outer canthus. The measured signals were amplified (various
amplifications were employed dependent on mission and testing location) (Balkwill 1992; Pouliot
1995). The amplified signals were then lowpass filtered (ground: 30 Hz cutoff; inflight: 40 Hz
cutoff) and subsequently digitized and sampled (ground: 120 Hz sampling frequency; inflight:
100 Hz sampling frequency). EOG calibrations were performed via separated wall targets
(ground separation: 23.4"; inflight separation: 18) at which the subjects gazed.
The EOG signals were segmented by run. The MATLAB numerical software package (version
4.0, Natick MA) was used to analyze these time series.
Session calibration factors were calculated from corresponding calibration runs through
semiautomatic software (Balkwill 1992). After scaling with the appropriate calibration factor,
these signals were then filtered twice by a PFMH OS filter in order to smooth noise artifacts and
sharpen nystagmus corners. This output was subsequently passed through a differentiation/low
pass (convolution of a 3 point differentiation and 9 point Parks-McClellan 10 Hz corner frequency
low pass filter) to determine eye velocity. The resultant nystagmus signal, which consisted of
alternating fast and slow phases, was then passed through an AATM OS filter (1 s window,
a=0.44, 3=0--0.12, y=0.4) to interpolate through the fast phases, yielding the SPV.
The data from the runs was further segmented into the per- and post- rotatory portions from
tachometer records which indicated when the chair started and stopped. Segments are defined as
time series data corresponding to either of these portions. Segments were either zero padded or
truncated to 60 s. Per-rotatory segments will henceforth be abbreviated "PER," post-rotatory
head-erect segments will be abbreviated as "HE," and post-rotatory dumping segments will be
abbreviated as "DMP." "Head-upright," or "upright" segments are defined as those
corresponding to PER or HE.
Dropouts and wild points were removed from the time series via a recursive log-linear regression
technique: Each data segment was logarithmically transformed, and the period of the signal
between 1 s after chair start/stop to the point at which the average SPV is less than 10'/s (within
a five second window and at least 20 s after the chair start/stop) was fit with a straight line.
Residuals greater than 6 times the RMS error were designated as wild points and removed from
the time series. Dropouts were similarly designated as residuals greater than three times the
RMS error and below 7.4'/s (2 In SPV units) which were also removed. This regression/outlier
detection procedure was repeated on the remaining data until the RMS error converged to within
20% the previous value (Balkwill 1992).
The run segments, with outliers removed, were subsequently resampled (using MATLAB's
"resample" function) to 4 Hz. The period of the segments from 3 s after chair start/stop were then
fit with the exponential VOR model using a constrained optimization procedure (Grace 1990).
Certain run segments were excluded from the final analysis because there was either a
suppression of the VOR (from fatigue, for example) or the amount of data removed from time
series during outlier detection rendered parameter identification inaccurate. The following
criteria were employed in exclusion of run segments from the final analysis: 1) A constraint in
the model was reached (KIC<0.06, _<•0.15), 2) greater than 40% of first 25 s of the SPV data had been
removed during outlier detection, 3) The MSE regression error divided by the model gain
(MSE/K) exceeded 500('/s). These exclusion criteria have remained unchanged from the
previous SLS-2 analysis except for the third. For the original SLS-2 analysis, a segment was
excluded if its corresponding MSE exceeded 200('/s)2. This criterion was changed to
accommodate the fact that SPV signals with higher average amplitude often have higher average
MSE.
Parameter identification methods were similar to those performed for the SLS-2 analysis (Pouliot
1995). Differences were: 1) Usage of MATLAB 4.2 as opposed to MATLAB 3.0, 2) Recalculation of
session calibration factors, 3) Differentiation filter implemented through MATLAB code as
opposed to through the MEX C interface program previously used, 4) Ideal low pass filtering
signal prior to resampling as opposed to averaging decimated values (Pouliot 1995).
Because time series measures in an appropriate format were unavailable for SLS-2 inflight data,
parameters estimated during the previous SLS-2 analysis were used instead. (Almost perfect
correlations were found between z's estimated in this study and corresponding time constants
estimated in the previous SLS-2 analysis.)
Analyses of variance (ANOVAs), repeated measures ANOVAs, t-tests, post-hoc tests of effects,
and various non-parametric analyses (sign test, Friedman test) were performed with a statistical
package (SYSTAT 5.2.1 for Macintosh). Manual calculations (using MATLAB 4.2) were
performed for some of the non-parametric tests (one sided sign test, multiple comparison
Friedman analysis).
Results
The dependent variable for the following analyses is the estimated long VOR time constant T.
Independent variables include subject, segment type (per-rotatory, post-rotatory head-erect, or
dumping maneuver=PER, HE, or DMP) and condition (preflight, inflight, early postflight, or late
postflight=PRE, FLIGHT, EARLY, or LATE). Per-rotatory and post-rotatory segments considered
together are denoted "head-upright."
The exclusions outlined in the previous section prevented the analysis of some segments. Table 2
shows the number of remaining segments, after exclusions, tabulated by subject, segment, and
condition (Table 2).
Subject fatigue and lowered motivation have been implicated in the high proportion of discarded
run segments in the SLS-1 and SLS-2 analyses (Balkwill 1992; Oman, Pouliot et al. 1996).
Unfortunately, some data cells (e.g. subject M, per-rotatory early postflight=PER-EARLY) had no
measures. This narrowed the scope of certain planned statistical analyses (e.g. simple repeated
measures ANOVAs).
Table 2. Number of run segments included in analyses / measures attempted
SBJ ERM PR PR PEM HE BE BE HE E FE WP IEM
HE FI_,G. ERIEY IIE H FIEIY I.E E= H FrGI- E]ULY I=E
G
N
T
X
M
P
V
Y
1/16
32/32
16/31
10/32
17/32
16/29
28/32
22/32
6/16
5/9
0/6
12/16
2/5
1/5
11/16
7/16
5/16
13/13
11/16
3/16
0/15
7/12
12/16
11/18]
13/24
15/15
5/16
0/0
6/16
5/16
13/24
14/24
2/8
14/15
10/15
4/16
8/16
7/16
12/16
15/16
3/8
1/3
1/2
7/8
1/2
0/2
5/8
4/8
4/8
8/8
2/8
1/8
1/15
0/6
8/8
7/10
3/12
8/8
2/8
0/0
4/16
2/8
8/12
4/12
8/8
14/15
8/15
5/16
0/16
0/14
8/16
12/16
4/8
4/6
1/4
8/8
1/3
3/3
6/8
3/8
8/8
5/5
4/8
1/8
0/0
0/4
6/8
6/8
0/8
8/12
8/12
PER, per-rotatory; PRE, preflight; FLIGHT, inflight; EARLY, early postfligh; LATE, late pos flight; H 3,
postrotatory head-erect; DMP, 
postrotatory dumping maneuver
Tables 3 and 4 show, respectively, the means and standard deviations within each cell (i.e. each
subject-segment-condition combination). Figure 3 shows plots of these values by subject.
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Subjects G, T, and X show higher variability within cells than did the other subjects (Figure 3,
right), as was noted in the original SLS-2 analysis (Oman, Pouliot et al. 1996).
Table 3. Time constant sample means
PER PER PRM PER BE
PRE FIfG EM MLVE WE
11.68
9.350
12.89
12.36
12.42
7.531
12.94
18.46
11.99
14.16
12.92
13.71
16.60
8.817
11.33
9.391
14.17
15.56
14.94
18.20
11.15
10.60
9.751
10.92
30.75
19.03
28.15
20.17
15.49
15.96
13.58
17.70
0.827
1.718
5.801
6.311
1.463
1.727
2.313
2.542
FE BE IE EM
FGU• ENLY IA¶E PRE
16.62
18.85
17.71
14.63
19.87
13.44
22.18
23.23
18.04
26.27
8.050
13.27
11.69
22.25
27.31
17.43
25.27
13.40
12.93
11.47
15.62
7.611
10.68
10.48
6.891
6.891
4.249
0.999
1.853
#
1.565
3.772
1.429
2.085
2.378
6.502
1.620
1.936
FL~r EKIY IMIE
12.14
19.08
23.00
11.01
11.77
18.10
13.56
19.52
13.12
9.588
18.85
7.790
6.300
11.41
15.05
10.33
13.83
7.248
9.869
er-rotatory; PRE, preflight; FLIGHT, inflight; EARLY, early; postflight LATE, late postflight; HE,
atory head-erect; DMP, postrotatory dumping maneuver; -, no data within cell
Time constant sample standard deviations
PER R P R P •I E IE BE IE O ~ IIP I PE
PM FLIUGM E7MPIY IAIE = R FRIETG EquY I=E EM MauT EqRuy =E
9.854
3.111
3.326
1.358
2.481
2.224
2.262
1.377
3.729
0.967
1.642
1.414
3.258
2.796
1.770
5.610
1.351
1.718
0.840
2.627
PEIR, per-rotatory; PHt, preflight; FLIGH I, intlight; EAHLY, early posttlight; LATE, late postflight; HE,
postrotatory head-erect; DMP, postrotatory dumping maneuver; -, no data within cell; #, only one data point
within cell
Subjects' mean gains (K) were also calculated by segment. K=(0.70, 0.64, 0.73, 0.75) for per-
rotatory (PRE, FLIGHT, EARLY, and LATE). K= (0.61, 0.58, 0.67, 0.60) for post-rotatory (PRE,
FLIGHT, EARLY, and LATE). Pooled standard deviations for K were (0.18, 0.25, 0.16, 0.18; 0.16,
0.12, 0.12, 0.15) for (PER; HE) segments during (PRE, FLIGHT, EARLY, and LATE) sessions. This
gain data was highly variable, and suggested no clear trends across conditions.
In the following sections, orbital and postflight results are presented in the following order: 1)
Inflight Head-Upright, 2) Early Postflight Head-Upright, 3) Late Postflight Head-Upright, 4)
Dumping.
Results will usually be presented first for the entire set of eight subjects, then for groups within
the population of subjects, and finally for individual subjects.
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Results will usually be presented first for the entire set of eight subjects, then for groups within
the population of subjects, and finally for individual subjects.
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Figure 4 suggests no consistent trend across all subjects either to increase or decrease their head-
upright (PER and HE) time constants from preflight to inflight sessions. Instead, as the original
SLS-2 study found, some subjects' time constants decreased and others stayed the same or
increased. Thus, as in the original SLS-2 analysis, subjects were placed in two categories: For
Group (I; II) containing subjects (G, N, T, X; M, P, V, Y), respectively, the mean head upright
time-constants inflight were (less; equal to or greater) than in preflight control tests. The SLS-2
subjects divided in the present analysis as they did in the original SLS-2 study. (The subject who
flew on both missions fell into the same category under both analyses.) DMP results will be
discussed later.
In particular, Group I's mean inflight r was (significantly) 3.8 s (26%) shorter (paired t=10.976;
df=2; p=0.008) and 7.6 s (31%) shorter (paired t=2.502; df=3; p=0.088) than corresponding
preflight measures for per-rotatory, and post-rotatory head-erect segments respectively. These
decreases had been previously observed (Oman, Pouliot et al. 1996).
Mean per-rotatory and post-rotatory head-erect time constants of Group II subjects in general
increased during inflight testing (compared to preflight controls). Unlike Group I's results,
Group II's paired t-tests did not suggest a statistically significant difference.
Table 5 shows independent-sample t-test (separate-variance) results for the differences between
preflight and inflight sessions (by subject and segment type). T-testing indicated that half of the
differences were significant for the PER segment comparisons, whereas none were significant for
HE. For example, these values indicate a per-rotatory decrease of Group I subject X between
preflight and inflight sessions (p=0.005) and a per-rotatory z increase of Group II subject V
(p=0.006). Group II subject Y had a post-rotatory head-erect time constant increase that was also
Inflight Head-Upright Results:
significant (p=0.051). (Only subject X's decrease was significant when Bonferroni-corrected for
post-hoc effects, p<0.05/9=0.0056.)
The previous SLS-2 study, pooling results from the SLS-1, SLS-2, and IML-1 studies (n=11),
suggested that there was a correlation between a subject's category (I; II) and his/her previous
flight experience (Oman, Pouliot et al. 1996). In the present study, three of the four experienced
subjects had decreased inflight r's while three of the four inexperienced subjects had increased or
similar inflight z's. (One subject flew in both missions.) In all, the category (I; II) of five of the
seven subjects can be predicted by previous flight experience. This, however, is not significant
(one sided sign test; p=0.23), but (because previous experience is expected, a priori, to play a
major role) it is a highly suggestive result.
As opposed to the post-hoc categories, Groups I and II, subjects were placed in two a priori
categories based on experience: Subjects within (Group 1; Group 2) (had flown before; were
inexperienced). Although (Group 1; Group 2) means tended to (decrease; increase) in the
expected direction, paired t-tests, of PER and HE r's within Groups did not show statistically
significant differences.
Early Postflight Head-Upright Results:
Head-upright time constants were reduced immediately after return to earth gravity. Fifteen of
the twenty comparisons (for individual subjects and conditions) showed mean decreases between
preflight and early postflight. By segment, (5 of 7,6 of 7, and 4 of 6) within (PER, HE, and DMP)
showed decreases. That is, 11 out of 14 of the head-upright means decrease between preflight
and early postflight (one sided sign test, p=0.0286). (The one sided test was used since it had
been expected that early head-upright postflight measures would decrease from the preflight
controls) (Oman and Kulbaski 1988). Neither the sign test, nor the other non-parametric
statistical tests, assume normality or equal variance of the subject populations tested.
Figure 4. Changes in mean time constant for per- and post-rotatory (head-erect and dumping)
segments between pre- and inflight testing sessions
Table 5. t statistics for ·r comparisons between pre- and inflight testing
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The previous SLS-2 study suggested that adaptive mechanisms that contributed to inflight
reductions in Group I would also be likely to cause reductions between preflight and early
postflight sessions (Oman, Pouliot et al. 1996). Group I's per-rotatory values decreased 3.0 s=19%
(on average) from preflight to early postflight (paired t=6.337; df=3; p--0.008). The same subjects'
post-rotatory head-erect mean values showed no significant differences.
Corresponding comparisons for Group II showed no significant changes in either per-rotatory or
post-rotatory head-erect time constants, suggesting that their time constants did not decrease as
much as Group I's. In addition, Subject Y had mean z increases from preflight to early postflight
testing for all segment types. For post-rotatory head-erect segments, this increase was significant
by an independent sample (separate variances) t-test (p=0.018).
Independent-sample (separate-variance) t-tests (Table 6) indicated that per-rotatory time
constants of Group I subjects N, T, and X decreased between preflight and early postflight
sessions (p=0.001, p=0.033, p=--0.0 23 respectively). A similar test noted a significant post-rotatory
t decrease of Group I subject G (p=0.034). In Group II, only subject V showed a significant
decrease in r (p=0.042). (Subject N's decrease was significant even when Bonferroni-corrected for
post-hoc effects, p<0.05/11=0.00454.)
Late Postflight Head-Upright Results:
Figure 6 compares preflight and late postflight sessions for each subject and segment. It has been
thought that the values of r should, by postflight, return approximately to their preflight control
levels. In fact, the great majority (13 out of 14) of the subjects' head-upright postflight mean time
constants are less than their corresponding preflight means (two sided sign test p=0.0017). This
suggests that late postflight t's are less (if only slightly so) than those measured during the
preflight control sessions.
Paired t-tests found statistically significant decreases from preflight to late postflight in per-
rotatory (PER) constant (1.1 s; 8%), (t=3.6, df=6, p=0.01 2), and in head-erect constant (2.5 s; 12%),
(t=9.9, df=6, p<0.001). Some individual subjects of Group II showed head-upright increases by
independent-sample, separate variance t-tests (Table 7): Subject P's post-rotatory head-erect
decrease was significant (p=0.003) at the Bonferroni-corrected level (0.05/13=0.00385).
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Figure 5. Changes in mean time constant for per- and post-rotatory (head-erect and dumping)
segments between pre- and early postflight testing sessions
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Table 6. t statistics for r comparisons between pre- and early postflight testing
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Figure 6. Changes in mean time constant for per- and post-rotatory (head-erect and
dumping) segments between pre- and late postflight testing sessions
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Table 7. t statistics for t comparisons between pre- and late postflight testing
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Dumping Results:
On earth (1-G), the dumping maneuver reduces r relative to head-erect controls (Oman and
Balkwill 1993). Figure 8 confirms this for 1-G, but paints a different picture of dumping in giG.
As expected, within-subject comparisons between HE and DMP show these decreases
systematically during ground sessions (PRE, EARLY, LATE), but not in giG. In fact, three out of
seven of the subjects have r increases inflight, and the decreases in the others are not nearly as
substantial as they are in (1-G) ground tests.
Comparisons between preflight and inflight means (for each subject and segment type) indicate
(Figure 4) that subjects' dumping time constants generally increase inflight relative to preflight
controls.
A Friedman rank sum test (McClave 1988) was used to determine if there was a systematic
tendency for the group of subjects to have systematically higher z's for some condition x
segments cells = blocks (e.g. PER-PRE...DMP-LATE) than others. The sum of subject ranks for
each block is the basis for the test statistic, which is compared to a X2 distribution.
Subjects M and P could not be included in this test because of missing data. The per-rotatory
inflight condition and all 3 late postflight conditions were also omitted (as blocks) for the same
reason.
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The Friedman test statistic, 22.4, rejected the null hypothesis (that rank sums are equal) with
p=0.002 (df=7). Subjects ranked inflight dumping consistently higher than preflight dumping
(Figure 7) (p<0.05). (The arrow in Figure 7 shows how much higher inflight dumping, on
average, is ranked over preflight dumping.) Other interesting comparisons, such as those
between preflight per-rotatory blocks and early postflight per-rotatory blocks, showed no
significant results.
HE-PRE 44.000
HE-EARLY 34.000
HE-FLIGHT 33.000
DMP-FLIGHT 32.000
PER-PRE 26.000
PER-EARLY 18.000
DMP-PRE 17.000
DMP-EARLY 12.000
Figure 7. Ordered Friedman rank sums. Arrow
indicates comparison between preflight and inflight
dumping segments
A univariate repeated measures (3x3) (PER, HE, and DMP)x(PRE, FLIGHT, and
EARLY)=(segment x condition) ANOVA of means of subjects N, G, V, X, and Y was performed.
This test of within-subject differences, found significant segment type (F[2,8]=19.702; p=0.001)
and segment x session type interaction effects (F[4,16]=3.564,p=0.029). Condition effects were not
statistically significant. (Other subjects were not included due to missing data.)
Two contrasts were tested and gave significant results. One tested if the effect of flight (as against
averaged ground conditions) was different for DMP as against head-upright segments. (i.e.
testing the hypothesis: [PER + THE • DMP -[ PER + HE _• DMP 0). It is foundS 2 PREL 2 , G-
that the excess of the mean of (PER + HE) over DMP is significantly greater for PRE than for
FLIGHT conditions, (F[1,4]=14.414; p=--0.019).
Another contrast tested if the increase in post-rotatory head-erect over dumping segments was
different inflight from what it was preflight. (i.e. testing the hypothesis:
PRE EARLY FLIUGHT PRE ARLY 'FUGHTrJf = 0), (F[1,4/=33.421; p=0.004), i.e.,2 HE 2 DMP
the excess of the mean of (PRE+EARLY) over FLIGHT is greater for HE than for DMP.
As individuals, only Group I subjects G and X's time constants decreased between preflight and
inflight testing sessions (but not significantly by independent sample t-tests). (This result might
have been expected because Group I subjects show an inflight VS reduction anyhow.) Subject X
was one of the few subjects who did not show significant dumping time constant decreases from
head-erect (by independent sample t-tests) during preflight control sessions.
Table 9 shows that none of the subjects showed significant inflight dumping reductions. Such
reductions might not have been expected of Group I subjects, who had diminished inflight VS.
However, there is no indication that either of the Group II subjects, who had presumably adapted
VS, had dumping reductions either. This is particularly interesting, since if the dumping
mechanism had been present inflight, they would have shown the same dumping decreases
observed during ground tests.
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Figure 8. Changes in mean time constant during preflight, inflight, and postflight (both early
and late sessions) between post-rotatatory head-erect and dumping segments
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Effect of Gravity on Head-Erect Per- and Post-rotatory Differences in r:
It is well-established that because of neural adaptation, the post-rotatory r exceeds the
corresponding per-rotatatory value for head-erect runs. It is widely believed that gravity effects
would change these two time constants in equal measure. To confirm this, a possible gravity
effect was sought among the various session types (PRE, FLIGHT, EARLY, LATE):
Available pair differences were averaged within runs ( dffT---THE-ZER). Numbers of zdiff
measurements by subject and condition is given in Table 9 and their means are shown in Figure
9. This figure does not suggest any distinctive trends in rdf among the various testing
conditions.
Figure 9. rdis the difference between the post-rotatory (head-erect) and per-rotatory time
constant within a given run, averaged within subjects and testing conditions
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Table 9. Number of available diff data points within each subject and
experimental condition
suaJ PRE FLIGHT EARLY LATE
M 3 1 0 2
N 14 1 8 8
P 3 0 0 1
T 5 0 2 1
G 1 0 2 3
V 11 1 5 6
X 3 4 0 0
Y 12 2 6 2
PRE, preflight; FLIGHT, inflight; EARLY, early postflight;
LATE, late postflight
Engineering Results
Changes to the implementation of signal processing methods from the previous analysis (Pouliot
1995) (calculation of SPV from raw data and further preparation for parameter identification)
were necessitated by the change of software (MATLAB 3.0 to MATLAB 4.0). However, these
changes had the beneficial effect of decreasing the amount of time the software semi-
automatically analyzed a session of data: During the previous analysis, approximately 6-7 hours
of computer time was spent analyzing one session of data (Pouliot 1995). For the present
analysis, one session of data was analyzed in approximately two hours. The run
segmentation/decimation program (which iteratively decimated and filtered time series of high
sampling rates) used in the previous analysis was particularly time consuming, spending
approximately one hour of computer time per subject per session. The current program (which
uses MATLAB automatic resampling function) spent approximately fifteen minutes per subject
per session.
Another improvement to the "analysis pipeline" (Pouliot 1995) consisted of a program,
incorporated in the semi-automatic session analysis software, which performed segment outlier
detection and placed remaining time constant and gain data, identified by session type, run
segment type (PER, HE, DMP), experimental condition type (PRE, FLIGHT, EARLY, LATE),
session number, and run number, into a tabulated text file. This text file could be easily imported
into various other software packages such as SYSTAT or EXCEL, saving the investigator from
spending time manually copying data for statistical analyses.
Discussion
Pooling the results from all SLS-1 and SLS-2 subjects in this study, and considering them as a
single group, it was not possible to demonstrate a significant change in inflight head-upright time
constant. Although this implies that the VS of subjects, on average, adapted to preflight levels by
the time orbital testing sessions occurred, closer inspection of the data confirmed a conclusion of
SLS-2 that different subjects adapted differently to ipG (Oman, Pouliot et al. 1996). From inflight
data, subjects could be categorized as "slow adapters" (Group I) and "fast adapters" (Group II).
The previous SLS-2 analysis, however, also concluded that one's being a "slow adapter" was
correlated with previous flight experience (Oman, Pouliot et al. 1996). This study, which used a
more limited set of subjects from the SLS-1 and SLS-2 missions (the SLS-2 study also included
results from the IML-1 analysis), did not find this same correlation. Of the seven individuals who
participated in the study, one could a priori predict classification via flight experience for only
five. However, a clearer picture of this correlation would improve with a larger group of
subjects. Thus, it would be interesting to perform a reanalysis of the other three missions (using
present analysis techniques) to determine whether the groupings of other subjects could be
determined from previous experience.
The effect of readaptation to earth's gravity on the long head-erect VOR time constant was
somewhat clarified in this study. A previous hypothesis stated that this time constant should be
reduced after return to earth due to relatively unfamiliar otolith cues (Oman, Pouliot et al. 1996).
However, this study found that for the group of subjects, early reductions are more subtle than
those from dumping or parabolic flight effects. It is interesting, however, that reductions existed
more for Group I subjects than for Group II subjects. One could say that since Group II subjects
quickly adapted inflight, that they also quickly adapted postflight such that by the time early
postflight sessions occurred, head-upright time constants were at preflight levels. However, the
data could also suggest that Group I subjects never regained preflight r's and that their decreased
time constants observed postflight were residual effects.
Furthermore, subject Y's per-rotatory and post-rotatory head-erect mean time constants actually
increased in early postflight testing (relative to preflight controls) by respectively 110% and 126%.
These increases resemble Y's increases observed between preflight and inflight. In addition, time
constant means for landing day measurements of subject Y (per-rotatory: 14.7 s, post-rotatory
head-erect: 22.9 s) were comparable to lengthened (with respect to preflight) average
measurements inflight, suggesting that this subject's increased VS persisted in early postflight
tests. It was not until late postflight did this subject's time constants decrease to comparable
preflight values.
One could speculate that during the period immediately after return to the 1-G environment, Y
kept an increased VS that had been acquired in space, and only with further exposure to earth's
gravity and everyday motions and head movements did Y's time constants return to preflight
values. Previous studies have shown that during a period immediately following exposure to
gG, head-erect r's will decrease to values comparable with those observed in dumping
experiments (DiZio and Lackner 1988; Oman, Pouliot et al. 1996). It has also been hypothesized
that subjects who have adapted in gG would demonstrate similar decreases after return to earth.
However, significant decreases in head-erect time constants between preflight and early
postflight sessions were not found for Group II subjects.
It was originally hypothesized that by late postflight, head-erect time constants would have been
restored to their respective preflight values. The analysis demonstrated, however, that for all
subjects, there was a slight decrease in the means of these late postflight time constants relative to
the preflight controls. One might say that the CNS had not quite finished its task of returning to
preflight VS. (Recall that the latest postflight session for either mission was within two weeks
after the landing day.) However, another plausible explanation for this observation is that the
subjects, who were not physically active in the weeks after return, were not making the same
kinds of head movements as they did preflight.
It was confirmed in this study, to a higher degree of certainty, that the dumping maneuver,
performed after subjects have adapted in gG, does not reduce time constants as it does in
preflight controls. This is in part confirmed by the statistical insignificance of differences between
head-erect and dumping inflight time constant means. It is also demonstrated by significant
increases in dumping time constant means from preflight controls to inflight sessions. Further,
changes between preflight and inflight dumping time constants were shown to be significantly
smaller than corresponding average head-upright time constant changes.
Inflight dumping decreases would not be expected, since the otolith signal changes implicated in
causing these decreases should not occur in a gG environment. It was hypothesized, however,
that dumping time constant decreases, if observed during inflight tests, could be attributed to
haptic cues. However, no subjects could be found in this study who demonstrated such haptic
dumping of VS inflight at a statistically significant level. Although subjects X and G did show a
decrease in dumping time constant, neither change was statistically significant. If there actually
was a haptic dumping effect in these subjects, the effect should be small, because both subjects
head upright time constants were relatively short (Group I), even without head tilt. Haptic
dumping would have produced only a small further decrease. In addition, as determined both in
this study and the SLS-2 analysis (Oman, Pouliot et al. 1996), the dumping maneuver's effect on
subject X, during preflight trials, did not have a large effect in terms decreasing the time constant
relative to when the head was erect.
Suggestions For Further Research
Data acquisition and processing software have improved such that time series analyses can be
performed in a near real-time manner. Investigators should thus take advantage of this software
during experimental sessions such that runs can be re-performed if the data quality forces
exclusions.
For orbital tests, a test session on the final day inflight would be useful in terms of determining
the degree of VS adaptation gained over the course of the flight; particularly for subjects who are
thought to adapt more slowly.
Likewise, an effort should be made to ensure ground tests for all subjects on the landing day, so
that the acute effect of transition from the gG environment to earth's gravity can be truly
investigated. Another possibility for future investigations is to concentrate postflight testing
sessions on individual days, so as not to blur temporal resolution by averaging data collected
within 3 day periods.
Conclusions
The combined data of the SLS-1 and SLS-2 missions has offered the unique opportunity to study
the effect of weightlessness on the VOR of a larger group of subjects than ever possible. Findings
of previous rotating chair experiments have been confirmed while some earlier hypotheses have
been slightly modified.
It was determined in this study, as in the previous analysis, that subjects do not adapt to
weightlessness equally. Instead, subjects can generally be classified as being either slow (Group
I) or fast (Group II) adapters to gG, based on whether or not inflight time constants are less than
corresponding preflight controls. It should be reiterated that this classification does not imply
that subjects within a given classification adapt equally. gG adaptation more realistically would
be represented by a continuum of possible responses (Oman, Pouliot et al. 1996).
Furthermore, the groupings of subjects in the previous SLS-2 analysis was confirmed by this
study. In addition, the subject who participated in both missions was grouped in the same
category. However, a correlation between a subject's classification and previous flight experience
was not confirmed by the present study, possibly because of the smaller number of subjects
considered.
Table 10 summarizes the head-upright r changes (from preflight controls) for all subjects and for
sub-groups (I, II).
Table 10. Tr changes between preflight and non-control sessions
PER HE
n FLIGHT EARLY IATE IFLIGHT EARLY
All 8 -0.02s -1.0 s -1.1 s -3.1 s
(-0.2%) (-3.9%) (-8.0%) (-14.9%)
Group I 4 -3.8s -3.0 s -1.3 s -7.6 s
(-26.0%) (-18.6%) (-7.5%) (-30.9%)
Group II 4 2.8 s 0.32 s -0.99 s 2.9 s
(24.1%) (2.9%) (-8.5%) (18.6%)
LATE
-2.5 s
(-12.2%)
-2.6 s
(-10.2%)
-2.3 s
(-14.8%)
= , ,,
PER, per-rotatory; HE, post-rotatory head-erect; FLIGHT, inflight; EARLY, early
postflight; LATE, late postflight
Decreases between head-erect preflight and early postflight time constants were confirmed only
for Group I subjects. One Group II subject (Y), in fact, had a slight increase in z relative to
preflight controls. This suggests a possibility that early postflight decreases in r were more a
residual effect of inflight decreases than an effect of unfamiliar otolith cues upon reentry.
Decreases between head-erect late postflight time constants and corresponding preflight controls
were observed in all subjects. These decreases suggest that for the group of subjects, time
constants did not recover to preflight values by late postflight testing.
-3.2 s
(-15.2%)
-5.6 s
(-22.9%)
0.15 s
(0.94%)
Significant inflight dumping time constant increases were found for the group of seven subjects
(relative to ground tests: FLIGHT/PRE=13; FLIGHT/EARLY=1.5). Furthermore, a slight
dumping decrease observed inflight (DMP/HE=0.89) was not statistically significant.
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Appendix - MATLAB and C Scripts
This appendix includes analysis scripts the author has written or to which the author has made
major modifications:
AATM.c (C source code for AATM.mex)
BatchAnalyse
CODES
Ind_Model_Fit
Multiple_AATM
OSfiltDiff_AATM
PFMH.c (C source code for OSPFMH.mex)
Run_ReportMaker
Save_DatTo_File
StatPrep_Batch
These codes were specific to the format and identification of SLS-1 ground data. Scripts for
inflight and SLS-2 data were slightly modified and are not included.
/*AATM.c*/
/*Code For mex interface script, aatm.mex*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "mex.h"
#ifndef DOUBLE
#ifdef THINK C
#define DOUBLE
#define INT
#else
#define DOUBLE
#define INT
#endif
#endif
/* THINK C doubles are extended, ints are short */
double /* need true double for MATLAB matrices */
int /* need long for user fcn() */
/* everyone else does the normal thing */
double
int
/* Input Arguments */
#define
#define
LENGTH_IN prhs[0]
VEL IN prhs[1]
/* Output Arguments */
#define
#define
#define
SPV OUT
max (A,B)
min (A,B)
void mexFunction(
int nlhs,
plhs[0]
((A) > (B) ? (A)
((A) < (B) ? (A)
(B))
(B))
/* Matlab mex-file interface routine */
Matrix *plhs[],
int nrhs,
Matrix *prhs[]
void AATM();
double *length, *vel, *spv;
int m, n, numsamples;
/* Check for proper number of arguments */
if (nrhs !- 2) {
mexErrMsgTxt("AATM requires two input arguments.");
)
else if (nlhs !- 1) {
mexErrMsgTxt("AATM requires one output argument.");
/* Ensure that LENGTH is a scalar, and VEL a vector. */
m - mxGetM(LENGTH IN);
n - mxGetN(LENGTH_IN);
if ((m !- 1) II (n !- 1)) (
mexErrMsgTxt("AATM requires that LENGTH be an integer scalar.");
m - mxGetM(VELIN);
n - mxGetN(VEL_IN);
if ((max(m,n) <- 1) II (min(m,n) !- 1)) {
mexErrMsgTxt("AATM requires that VEL be a vector.");)
/* Create a matrix for the return argument */
SPV_OUT - mxCreateFull(m, n, REAL);
/* Assign pointers to the various parameters */
spy - mxGetPr(SPV_OUT);
length - mxGetPr(LENGTH IN);
vel - mxGetPr(VEL_IN);
/* Do the actual computations in a subroutine */
num_samples - max(m,n);
AATM( length, num_samples, vel, spy );
#define ALPHA0.44
#define BETA 0.12
#define MU 0.4
void AATM(
double *length,
int num samples,
double vel[],
double spv[]
void bubble sort();
int find_index(), check_sort();
int i, j, k, kl, k2;
int n, stop;
int N, L, K;
int Lalpha, Lbeta, M;
double Sbeta, sum;
double *s;
double old, new;
/* integer number of samples in sliding window */
N - floor(*length / 2);
L -2 * N + 1;
stop - num samples - N;
/* initialize skewing parameters */
Lalpha - L * ALPHA;
Lbeta - L * BETA;
M - L * MU;
/* set up array for storing sorted window */
s - (double *)mxCalloc( L, sizeof(double) );
/* s - create_real array(L);*/
/* initialize and sort first window of data */
for (i - L-1; i >= 0; i--)
s[i] - vel[i];
bubblesort(s,L);
if (!check_sort(s,L)) {
printf("Unsorted list at index %ld.\r",n);
for (i - 0; i < L; i++)
printf("%f : ",(float)s[i]);
/* calculate skewness of first window of data */
if (s[L - Lbeta - 1] -- s[Lbeta - 1])
Sbeta - 0;
else
Sbeta - (s(L - Lbeta - 1] + s[Lbeta - 1] - 2 * s[N]) / (s[L - Lbeta - 1] -
s[Lbeta - 1]);
K - - Sbeta * M;
/* new value at centre of window is mean of estimated peak of histogram */
sum - 0;
for (i - (Lalpha + K); i < (L - Lalpha + K); i++)
sum - sum + s[i];
spv[N] - sum / (L - 2 * Lalpha);
/* for each value */
for (n - N + 1; n < stop; n++) {
if (!check sort(s,L)) {
printf("Unsorted list at index %ld.\r",n);
/* for (i - 0; i < L; i++)
printf("%f : ",(float)s[i]);*/
old - vel[n - N - 1]; /* value to be removed from list */
new - vel[n + N]; /* value to be inserted into list */
kl - find index( s, old, 0, L - 1 ); /* find index of old value */
if (old == new) ( /* simple replacement */
s[kl] - new;
spv[n] - spv[n - 1];/* histogram has not changed, so SPV has not
either */
else {
/* check for out of bounds of sorted list */
if (new <- s[0])
k2 - 0;
else if (new >- s[L - 1])
k2 = L;
else if (new > old)
k2 - find index( s, new, kl, L - 1 ); /* find
insertion index for new value */
else
k2 = find index( s, new, 0, kl );/* find insertion
index for new value */
/* printf("n, kl, k2 - %ld, %ld, %ld\r",n,kl,k2);*/
/* shift list, if necessary, to remove old value */
if (kl < k2) {
k2--;
for (k - kl; k < k2; k++)
s[k] = s[k+l];
else if (kl > k2) {
for (k - kl; k > k2; k--)
s[k] = s[k-1];
/* insert new value into list */
s[k2] - new;
/* calculate skewness of new window of data */
Lbeta - 1] -
histogram */
)
if (s[L - Lbeta - 1] -- s[Lbeta - 1])
Sbeta - 0;
else
Sbeta - (s[L - Lbeta - 1] + s[Lbeta - 1] - 2 * s[N]) / (s[L -
s[Lbeta - 1]);
K = - Sbeta * M;
/* new value at centre of window is mean of estimated peak of
sum - 0;
for (i - (Lalpha + K); i < (L - Lalpha + K); i++)
sum - sum + s[i];
spv[n] - sum / (L - 2 * Lalpha);
)
for (i- N; i > 0; i--) {
spv[i - 1] = vel[i - 1];
spv[num_samples - i] - vel[num samples - i];}
mxFree(s);
void bubble sort(
double *x,
int n
int i, j;
double mx;
int index;
for (i - n - 1; i >
index - i;
mx - x[index]
for (j - i -
if (x[j]
0; i--)
1; j >- 0; j--) {
> x[index])
index - j;
mx - x[j];
x[index] - x[i];
x[i] = mx;
int find index(
double list[],
double value,
int i,
int j
{
int k;
k - floor((i + j)
while (i != k) {
if (list[k]
/ 2);
/* list[i]
== value)
<= value */
break;
else if (list[k] < value) /* move left boundary */
i - k;
else
j - k;
k = floor((i + j) / 2);
1
if (list[k]
k++;
/* move right boundary */
!- value)
return (k);
int check sort(
double x[],
int n
int i;
int sorted;
int dummy;
dummy-x[0];
sorted - TRUE; /* assume OK */
for (i = n - 1; i > 0; i--) {
if (x[i] < x[i-1]) {
sorted - FALSE;
break;
)
return (sorted);
I
% batch_analyse
% written by T. Liefeld throughout spring 93
% given a folder of runs from a BDC, this functions as a
% superscript that will prompt the user for all analysis
% from data collection through to model fitting.
% slight organizational organizational modifacations by C. Pouliot 10/94
% and M. Neimark 6/96
clear
hold off
harddisk - 'HD:';
data_path-input('Enter Data Path (include end colon)>> ','s');
sub_code -input('Enter Subject Code >> ','s');
number - input('Enter Number of Runs >> ');
% Generate places to store the time constant and gain data.
tcvect-zeros(2,number);
gain_vect-zeros(2,number);
pgood_vect-zeros(2,number);
MSE_vect-zeros(2,number);
% For each run, there is one per-rot, and one post-rot.
tc vect-tc vect*NaN;
gain vect-gain_vect*NaN;
pgood_vect-pgood_vect *NaN;
MSEvect-MSEvect*NaN;
q - input('Calibration factors from file or new? (f/n) >> ','s');
if ((q -- 'f') I (q -- 'F'))
cal from file
end
if ((q -- 'n') I (q =- 'N'))
cal_factorgen
end
flag-i;
runproblem-zeros (1,number);
qq-input('Would you like to designate abnormal runs for this session? >> ','s');
if ((qq -- 'y') I (qq -- 'Y'))
fprintf(l,'Enter Run # (do not include cals) and problem code.\n');
fprintf(1,'To quit type "0" after run prompt.\n');
while flag--l,
runnum-input('Run >>');
if runnum-=0,
break;
end
probcode-input('Problem Code >>');
run_problem(runnum)-probcode;
end
qq-input('Save Problem Codes? >> ','s');
if ((qq -- 'y') I (qq -- 'Y'))
eval(['save ',data_path,sub_code,'.prob runproblem']);
end
else
qq-input('Would you like to load other problem codes? >>','s');
if ((qq -- 'y') I (qq -- 'Y'))
eval(['load ',data_path,sub_code,'.prob 
-mat']);
end
____
end
q2 - input('Do you want to perform AATM? >> ','s');
if ((q2 -- 'y') I (q2 -- 'Y'))
multiple_AATM;
end
% create the runcode matrix, codes
CODES
n_codes-length(codes(:,1));
number - n_codes;
q3 - input('Do you want to perform Tachan >> ','s');
j-l; % Problem code index
if ((q3 -- 'y') I (q3 -- 'Y'))
for i - 1:number
j-j+1;
rp-runproblem(j);
if (j--61rp--lIrp--==41rp--6),
j-j+l;
end
run code = codes(i,:);
fprintf(['\nRun code - ',run_code,'\n']);
if run problem(j)--2,
tachan_batchpost;
elseif run_problem(j)--3,
tachan_batchper;
else
tachanbatch;
end
end
end
q4 - input('Do you want to perform stat prep >> ','s
if ((q4 -- 'y') I (q4 -- 'Y'))
for i - 1:number
run code - codes(i,:);
fprintf(['\nRun code - ',run_code,'\n']);
stat_prep_batch;
end
end
q5 - input('Do you want to fit a Model? >> ','s');
if ((q5--'y') I),
j-l; %See Explanation of j in indmodelfit exp
for i - 1:number,
run_code - codes(i,:);
ind modelfitexp;
end
eval(['save ',data_path,sub_code,'.gtc',' tc_vect gain_vect MSE vect'])
end
q6-input('Do you want to save run-segment percent good data?>>','s');
if ((q6--'y') I (q6=='Y')),
j-1;
for i - 1:number
run_code - codes(i,:);
eval(['load ',run code,'.dec goodl -mat']);
j-j+1; % This is a run counter which indexes runs according
% to their actual protocolled number. Note that
% i is an index only for non-calibrated runs.
rp-run problem(j);
if (j--61rp--lIrp--4lrp--6),
j-j+l; % Removes run number 6 which is a cal run or no data
end % runs. NOTE:THIS CODE IS SPECIFIC FOR THE SLS-1
PROTOCOL.
%Only first 25 seconds (100 samples) are checked
%for percent of good data
pgoodvect (1,j)-sum(dec _good(1:100));
pgood_vect(2,j)-sum(dec_good(241:340));
end
eval(['save ',data_path,sub_code,'.pg',' pgood_vect']);
end
eval(['chdir ',hard disk]);
q7-input('Do you want to add this data to analysis?>>','s');
if ((q7--'y') I (q7--'Y')),
q-input('Which File would you like to store the data in?>>>','s');
if exist(q) -- 2
eval(['load ',data_path,sub_code,'.gtc 
-mat'])
eval(['load ',data_path,sub_code,'.pg 
-mat'])
fid-fopen(q,'w');
fprintf(fid,'SUBJ SEG COND DIR TC GAIN RUN SSN FB\n');
say dat to file;
fclose(fid);
else
eval(['load ',data_path,sub_code,'.gtc 
-mat'])
eval(['load ',data_path,sub_code,'.pg 
-mat'])
fid-fopen(q,'a');
sav dat to file;
fclose (fid);
end
end
q8-input('Do You Want to Generate a Run Report for this session?>>','s');
if ((q8--'y') I (q8--'Y')),
eval(['chdir ',hard_disk,'reports']);
fid-fopen([sub_code,'.rep'],'w');
eval(['load ',datapath,sub_code,'.gtc 
-mat'])
eval(['load ',data_path,sub_code,'.pg 
-mat'])
run_report_maker;
fclose (fid);
end
i
CODES
% written by T. Liefeld, 21/4/93
% modified by M. Neimark 7/96
% creates a matrix, called codes, containing all the run codes
% of non-calibration runs snd runs actually performed.
j - 0;
for i = 1:number
rp-run_problem(i);
if (run(i) -- 1 & (rp~-1 & rp--4 & rp~-6))
stln = length([datapath, sub_code])+2;
if (i < 10)
n - [num2str(0),num2str(i)];
else
n - num2str(i);
end
codes(i-j,1:stln) - [data_path,sub_code,n];
elseif (run(i) -- 0)
j - j+1;
end
end
I
%ind_model_fit_exp
%modified T. Liefeld 06/12/92
%to fit an exponential model to data
%Further modified 6/96 MNeimark
j-j+l; % This is a run counter which indexes runs according
% to their actual protocolled number. Note that
% i is an index only for non-calibrated runs.
rp-runproblem(j);
if (j-=61rp--lIrp--41rp--6),
j-j+l; % Removes run number 6 which is a cal run or no data
end % runs. NOTE:THIS CODE IS SPECIFIC FOR THE SLS-1 PROTOCOL.
% load data
eval(['load ',runcode,'.decspvl 
-mat'%);
eval(['load ',run_code,'.dec_goodl 
-mat']);
eval(['load ',run_code,'.parms -mat']);
save_good - dec_good;
good_indices - find(dec good--l);
if (spinvy < 0)
dec_spv - -decspv;
end
% Initialize time vector, assuming 4 Hz decimated frequency
1 - length(decspv);
t - ([1:1] - 0.5) / 4;
t - t';
% shape tach signal with exponential (0.17 sec time constant)
% ramp to a steady state level at 'spinv'
Tv - 0.17;
if (rem(l,2) == 1)
u - [ones(l, ((1+1)/2)) zeros(l, ((1-1)/2))];
else
u - [ones(1,1/2) zeros(1,1/2)];
end
u - U';
% overall control input (tach)
u - lsim( spinv/Tv, [1, 1/Tv], u, t);
% Nominal model parameters. The parameters to be fitted are the
% non-dimensional ratios of the physical parameters to the
% nominal model parameters here. This places equal emphasis
% on each model parameter, even though they may be orders of
% magnitude apart.
K - .6; % gain constant
T - 15; % time constant
A - -120; % alpha_m amplitude of step input -- fixed
m
I
normparms - [K ; T ; A];
options - [0 ; 0.001 ; 0.001]; %error tolerances -- see "help foptions"
vlb - [.1; .01; 1]; %lower bounds
vub - [10; 10; 1]; %upper bounds
plot(t(good indices),dec spy (goodindices))
% Fit the per-rotatory portion first
fprintf(['\n\n\nFitting ',run_code,' per-rotatory\n' ]);
decgood - save_good;
dec_good(1:12) - zeros(1,12); % do not fit first 3 seconds of data
dec_good(241:480) - zeros(1,240); % do not fit post-rotatory data
if (sum(dec_good) < 10)
fprintf('Not enough data points to determine a curve fit.\n');
gain_vect (, j)-NaN;
tc_vect (1, j)-NaN;
return;
end
good_indices - pack_true(dec good);
modelparms - [1; 1; 1];
[model_parms, options] - constr('model_err exp', model_parms, options, vlb, vub, [],
t, u, dec_spv, good_indices, norm_parms);
model_parms - modelparms .* norm_parms;
%eval(['save ',run_code,'.eperfit model_parms options'])
fprintf('*** Model fit: initial model parameters - 1.0\n');
fprintf('Number of iterations - %5.0f\n',options(10));
fprintf('Mean square error - %7.4f\n',options(8));
fprintf('K - %f\n',model_parms ());
fprintf('T - %f\n',model_parms(2));
fprintf ('A - %f\n',model_parms (3));
gain_vect (,j)-model parms ();
tc_vect (1, j) -model_parms (2) ;
MSE_vect (, j)-options(8)/model_parms(1);
% Fit the post-rotatory portion now
fprintf(['\n\n\nFitting ',run_code,' post-rotatory\n']);
dec_good - save_good(241:480);
dec_good(1:12) = zeros(1,12); % do not fit first 3 seconds of data
if (sum(dec_good) < 10)
fprintf('Not enough data points to determine a curve fit.\n');
gain_vect(2,j)-NaN;
tc_vect (2, j)-NaN;
return;
end
t-t(1:240);
dec_spv_p - dec_spv(241:480);
good_indices - packtrue(dec good);
normparms - [K ; T ; -1*A];
model_parms = [1; 1; 1];
m
[model parms, options] - constr('model err exp', model_parms, <
t, u, dec_spv_p, good_indices,normparms);
modelparms - model_parms .* norm_parms;
%eval(['save ',run_code,'.epostfit model_parms options'])
fprintf('*** Second fit: initial model parameters - 1.0\n');
fprintf('Number of iterations - %5.0f\n',options(10));
fprintf('Mean square error - %7.4f\n',options(8));
fprintf('K - %f\n',model_parms(1));
fprintf('T - %f\n',modelparms(2));
fprintf('A - %f\n',model_parms(3));
gain_vect(2,j)-model_parms ();
tc_vect (2, j)-model_parms (2) ;
MSE_vect(2,j)-options(8)/modelparms ();
multipleAATM
% written by T. Liefeld, 21/4/93
% modified by M. Neimark 6/96
% prepares a batch file for AATM processing using the
% appropriate calibration factors and names, and a
% predefined batch file name, batchfactors, for use
% with OSfilt diff aatm.
for i - 1:number
rp-run_problem(i);
if ((i < 10) & (run(i) -- 0 & (rp--1 & rp~-4 & rp~-6))),
n - num2str(i);
run_code - [data_path,sub_code,'O',n];
OSfilt_diff_aatm(run_code,hor_cal(i));
else
if (i >-10 & (run(i) ~- 0 & (rp--I & rp--4 & rp--6))),
n - num2str(i);
run_code - [datapath,sub_code,n];
OSfilt diffaatm(runcode,horcal(i));
end
end
end
I
function []-OSfilt_diff_aatm(run code,cal)
% []-OSfiltdiffattm(run code,cal)
% This function calls upon OS filtering mex files to process raw position
% data. Two PFMH's are performed, the filtered position data is then
% differentiated to obtain an eye velocity signal, and this is AATM filtered
% to remove saccades. NOTE: THIS FUNCTION ASSUMES A 120 HZ SAMPLING RATE
% (used for most of the ground runs in rotating chair experiments)
% IF DATA IS NOT SAMPLED AT 120 HZ, USE THE RESAMPLE FUNCTION.
%MNeimark 6/96
% run_code-subject and run code used for file purposes
% cal-calibration factor
sample_rate-120;
dfilter-[0.0332, 0.0715, 0.0678, 0.0522, 0, -0.0522, -0.0678, -0.0715, ...
-0.0332]; % a nine point differentiating filter
eval(['load ',run_code,'.eogh -mat']);
pos-OSPFMH(OSPFMH (eogh)); %PFMH filtering
clear eogh %free some memory
pos-pos*sample_rate*cal;
vel-fftfilt(dfilter,pos); % differentiate
clear pos
aspv-aatm(sample_rate,vel);
plot (aspv)
eval(['save ',run_code,'.aspvl aspv -mat']);
m
/*PFMH.c*/
/*Code For mex interface script, pfmh.mex*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "mex.h"
#ifndef DOUBLE
#ifdef THINK C
#define DOUBLE
#define INT
#else
#define DOUBLE
#define INT
#endif
#endif
/* THINK C doubles are extended, ints are short */
double /* need true double for MATLAB matrices */
int /* need long for userfcn() */
/* everyone else does the normal thing */
double
int
/* Input Arguments */
#define POSIN prhs [0]
/* Output Arguments */
#define
#define
POS OUT
max (A, B)
#define min(A,B)
#define N1 6
#define N2 10
plhs [0]
((A) > (B) ? (A)
((A) < (B) ? (A)
void mexFunction( /* Matlab mex-file interface routine */
int nlhs,
Matrix *plhs[],
int nrhs,
Matrix *prhs[]
void PFMH(), extend_pos();
double *posi, *poso, *pos_temp;
int m, n, num_samples;
/* Check for proper number of arguments */
if (nrhs !- 1) {
mexErrMsgTxt("PFMH requires one input argument.");
else if (nlhs != 1) {
mexErrMsgTxt("PFMH requires one output argument.");}
/* Ensure that VEL is a vector. */
m - mxGetM(POS_IN);
n - mxGetN(POS_IN);
if ((max(m,n) <- 1) II (min(m,n) != 1)) {
mexErrMsgTxt("PFMH requires that VEL be a vector.");
/* Create a matrix for the return argument */
POS_OUT = mxCreateFull(m, n, REAL);
/* Assign pointers to the various parameters */
(B))
(B))
poso - mxGetPr(POSOUT);
posi - mxGetPr(POSIN);
/*Set up pos_temp, a version of the input position vector which is
appropriate*/
/*For signal processing purposes*/
num_samples - max(m,n);
pos_temp-(double *)mxCalloc(num_samples+2*N2,sizeof(double));
/* Do the actual computations in a subroutine */
extend_pos (num_samples,posi,pos_temp);
PFMH(num_samples, pos_temp, poso );
/*Clear some Memory*/
mxFree(postemp);
void extend_pos(
int num_samples,
double posi[],
double postemp[]
/* This function extends the matrix posi[] such that the function*/
/*PFMH will properly access indices (pos temp is zero padded so that it is*/
/*more appropriate than posi for signal processing purposes).*/
int i;
for (i-0; i<N2; i++)
pos temp[i]-0.0;
for (i-0; i<numsamples; i++)
postemp[i+N2]-posi[i];
for (i-0; i<N2; i++)
pos temp[i+N2+num samples] -0.0;
void PFMH(
int num samples,
double posi[],
double poso[]
void PFMH1();
double median5();
int start, stop, i, j;
double hl[N1], h2[N2];
double xlF, xlB, x2F, x2B;
PFMH1 (N1,hl);
PFMH1 (N2,h2);
start-N2;
stop-num_samples+N2;
for (i-start; i<stop; i++)
{
xlF-0;
xlB-0;
x2F-0;
x2B-0;
for (j-0; j<N1; j++)
{
xlF +- hl[j]*posi[i+1+j];
}
for (j-0; j<N2; j++)
m
I
x2F += h2[j]*posi[i+l+j];
x2B +- h2[j]*posi[i-l-j];
poso[i-start]-median5(posi[i],xlF,xlB,x2F,x2B);
void PFMH1(
int N,
double h[]
int i;
for (i-1; i<-N; i++)
h[i-l]-(4*N-6*i+2) / (double)(N*(N-1));
double median5(
double xl,
double x2,
double x3,
double x4,
double x5)
double m;
if (xl >- x2) ( /* 1,2 */
if (x2 >- x3) { /* 1,2,3 */
if (x3 >- x4) ( /* 1,2
if (x3 >- x5) {
m = x3;)
else if (x2 >- x5)
m - x5;
else {
m - x2;)
else if (x2 >- x4) {/* 1,2,
if (x4 >- x5) {
m - x4;
else if (x2 >= x5) {
m = x5;
else {
m - x2;
else if (xl >= x4) {/* 1,4,
if (x2 >- x5) {
m = x2;
else if (x4 >= x5) {
m - x5;
else {
m = x4;
,3,4 */
/* 1,2,3,4,5 or 1,2,3,5,4 */
/* 1,2,5,3,4 */
/* 1,5,2,3,4 or 5,1,2,3,4 */
,4,3 */
/* 1,2,4,5,3 or 1,2,4,3,5 */
/* 1,2,5,4,3 */
/* 1,5,2,4,3 or 5,1,2,4,3 */
,2,3 */
/* 1,4,2,3,5 or 1,4,2,5,3 */
/* 1,4,5,2,3 */
/* 1,5,4,2,3 or 5,1,4,2,3 */
/* 4,1,2,3 */
m
void PFMH1 (int N,double h [ ])
else {
if (x2 >= x5) {
m = x2; /* 4,1,
)
else if (xl >- x5) {
m - x5; /* 4,1,
else {
m - xl; /* 4,5,
else if (xl >- x3) {/* 1,3,2 */
if (x2 >- x4) { /* 1,3,2,4 */
if (x2 >- x5) (
m - x2;
else if (x3 >- x5)
m - x5;
else (
m - x3;
else if (x3 >- x4) {/* 1,
if (x4 >- x5) {
m - x4;
)
else if (x3 >- x5)
m - x5;
else {
m - x3;
)
else if (xl >- x4) {/* 1,
if (x3 >- x5) {
m - x3;
I
else if (x4 >= x5)
m - x5;
else {
m - x4;
}
/* 1,3,
2,3,5 or 4,1,2,5,3 */
5,2,3 */
,1,2,3 or 5,4,1,2,3 */
2,4,5 or 1,3,2,5,4 */
/* 1,3,5,2,4
/* 1,5,3,2,4
3,4,2 */
/* 1,3,4,5,2
/* 1,3,5,4,2
/* 1,5,3,4,2
4,3,2 */
/* 1,4,3,2,5
/* 1,4,5,3,2
/* 1,5,4,3,2
else { /* 4,1,3,2 */
if (x3 >- x5) {
m - x3; /* 4,1,3,2,5
else if (xl >- x5) {
m = x5; /* 4,1,5,3,2
else {
m = xl; /* 4,5,1,3,2
5,1,3,2,4 */
1,3,4,2,5 */
5,1,3,4,2 */
1,4,3,5,2 */
5,1,4,3,2 */
4,1,3,5,2 */
5,4,1,3,2 */
else { /* 3,1,2 */
if (x2 >- x4) { /* 3,1,2,4 */
if (x2 >- x5) {
m - x2; /* 3,1,2,4,5 or 3,1,2,5,4 */
else if (xl >= x5) {
m - x5; /* 3,1,5,2,4 */
m
}
else (
m - xl; /* 3,5,1,2,4
}
)
else if (xl >- x4) {/* 3,1,4,2 */
if (x4 >- x5) {
m - x4; /* 3,1,4,5,2
else if (xl >- x5) {
m - x5; /* 3,1,5,4,2
}
else {
m - xl; /* 3,5,1,4,2
I
else if (x3 >- x4) {/* 3,4,1,2 */
if (xl >- x5) {
m - xl; /* 3,4,1,2,5
)
else if (x4 >- x5) {
m - x5; /* 3,4,5,1,2
else (
m - x4; /* 3,5,4,1,2
}
else { /* 4,3,1,2 */
if (xl >- x5) {
m - xl; /* 4,3,1,2,5
else if (x3 >- x5) {
m - x5; /* 4,3,5,1,2
else {
m - x3; /* 4,5,3,1,2
)
}
else { /* 2,1 */
if (xl >- x3) { /* 2,1,3 */
if (x3 >= x4) { /* 2,1,3,4 */
if (x3 >- x5) {
m = x3; /* 2,1,3,4,5
else if (xl >- x5) {
m - x5; /* 2,1,5,3,4
}
else {
m - xl; /* 2,5,1,3,4
}
else if (xl >- x4) {/* 2,1,4,3 */
if (x4 >- x5) {
m = x4; /* 2,1,4,5,3
)
else if (xl >= x5) {
m - x5; /* 2,1,5,4,3
else {
m = xl; /* 2,5,1,4,3
}
or 5,3,1,2,4 */
3,1,4,2,5 */
5,3,1,4,2 */
3,4,1,5,2 */
5,3,4,1,2 */
4,3,1,5,2 */
5,4,3,1,2 */
2,1,3,5,4 */
5,2,1,3,4 */
2,1,4,3,5 */
5.2.1.4.3 */
m
-- ~--~~
• , , • - o
else if (x2 >- x4) {/* 2,4,1,3 */
if (xl >- x5) {
m - xl; /* 2,4,1,3,5
else if (x4 >- x5) (
m - x5; /* 2,4,5,1,3
else {
m - x4; /* 2,5,4,1,3
}
else { /* 4,2,1,3 */
if (xl >- x5)
m - xl; /* 4,2,1,3,5
else if (x2 >- x5) {
m - x5; /* 4,2,5,1,3
}
else {
m - x2; /* 4,5,2,1,3
)
else if (x2 >= x3) {/* 2,3,1 */
if (xl >- x4) ( /* 2,3,1,4 */
if (xl >- x5) {
m - xl; /* 2,3,1,4,5
else if (x3 >- x5) {
m - x5; /* 2,3,5,1,4
else {
m - x3; /* 2,5,3,1,4
}
else if (x3 >- x4) {/* 2,3,4,1 */
if (x4 >- x5)
m - x4; /* 2,3,4,5,1
else if (x3 >= x5) {
m - x5; /* 2,3,5,4,1
else {
m - x3; /* 2,5,3,4,1
else if (x2 >- x4) (/* 2,4,3,1 */
if (x3 >- x5) {
m - x3; /* 2,4,3,1,5
)
else if (x4 >- x5) {
m = x5; /* 2,4,5,3,1
else (
m - x4; /* 2,5,4,3,1
else { /* 4,2,3,1 */
if (x3 >- x5) {
m - x3; /* 4,2,3,1,5
else if (x2 >- x5) {
m - x5; /* 4,2,5,3,1
I
or 2,4,1,5,3 */
*/
or 5,2,4,1,3 */
or 4,2,1,5,3 */
*/
or 5,4,2,1,3 */
2,3,1,5,4 */
5,2,3,1,4 */
2,3,4,1,5 */
5,2,3,4,1 */
2,4,3,5,1 */
5,2,4,3,1 */
4,2,3,5,1 */
I
else {
m - x2; /* 4,5,2,3,1 or 5,4,2,3,1 */
}
else (
if (xl
/* 3,2,1 */
>- x4) { /* 3,2,1,4 */
if (xl >- x5) {
m - xl;
}
else if (x2 >= x5)
m - x5;
else (
m - x2;
)
else if (x2 >- x4) {/* 3,
if (x4 >- x5) {
m - x4;
else if (x2 >- x5)
m - x5;
else {
m = x2;
else if (x3 >= x4) {/* 3,
if (x2 >- x5)
m - x2;
else if (x4 >- x5)
m - x5;
else {
m - x4;
else { /* 4,
if (x2 >- x5) {
m - x2;
/* 3,2,1,4,5 or 3,2,1,5,4 */
/* 3,2,5,1,4
/* 3,5,2,1,4
2,4,1 */
/* 3,2,4,5,1
/* 3,2,5,4,1
/* 3,5,2,4,1
4,2,1 */
/* 3,4,2,1,5
/* 3,4,5,2,1
/* 3,5,4,2,1
3,2,1 */
5,3,2,1,4 */
3,2,4,1,5 */
5,3,2,4,1 */
3,4,2,5,1 */
5,3,4,2,1 */
/* 4,3,2,1,5 or 4,3,2,5,1 */
else if (x3 >- x5) {
m = x5; /* 4,3,5,2,1
else {
m - x3; /* 4,5,3,2,1
}
5,4,3,2,1 */
)
return (m) ;
I
% Script RunReportMaker:
% MNeimark 9/96
% For a session, this script generates run reports for generating
% hard copy records of the testing in a session.
num_runs-length(run);
run_num vect-1:num_runs;
session-str2num(sub_code(2));
if length(sub_code)--3,
session-str2num(sub_code(2:3));
end
for i-1:num runs,
rp-run_problem(i);
tcper-tcvect(1,i);
tcpost-tc_vect(2,i);
gainper-gain_vect (,i);
gainpost-gain_vect(2,i);
pgper-pgood_vect (1,i);
pgpost-pgood_vect(2,i);
msper-MSE_vect (1,i);
mspost-MSEvect (2,i);
if (run(i) -- 1) & (rp--l) & (rp--4) & (rp~-6),
fprintf(fid,'Subject:
fprintf(fid,'Session:
fprintf (fid, 'Run:
if session<-5
fprintf(fid,'Condition:
elseif (session--61session--71session--8)
fprintf(fid,'Condition:
elseif (session--9 I session--10)
fprintf(fid,'Condition:
else
fprintf(fid,'Condition:
end
if (i--21i--41i=-71i--9),
if run_problem(i)--7
fprintf(fid,'Direction:
else
fprintf(fid,'Direction:
end
elseif (i--31 i-=51 i--81 i--10),
if run_problem(i)--7,
fprintf(fid,'Direction:
else
fprintf (fid, 'Direction:
end
else
fprintf(fid,'Direction:
end
if rp~-5,
if (i=-41i--=51i-91i=-10),
fprintf(fid,'Head Position:
else
end
fprintf(fid,'Head Position:
else
fprintf(fid,'Head Position:
end
fprintf(fid,'\n\n');
if (i < 10)
n - [num2str(0),num2str(i)];
%c\n',sub code(1));
%d\n', session);
%d\n',i);
PRE\n');
EARLY\n');
LATE\n');
OTHER\n');
CW\n');
CC\n');
CC\n');
CW\n');
OTHER\n');
DMP\n');
HE\n');
HE\n');
I
else
n - num2str(i);
end
code- [data_path,sub_code,n];
eval(['load ',code,'.parms -mat']);
fprintf(fid,
fprintf(fid,
fprintf(fid,
fprintf(fid,
fprintf(fid,
fprintf(fid,
fprintf(fid,
fprintf(fid,
fprintf (fid,
fprintf(fid,
fprintf(fid,
fprintf(fid,
fprintf(fid,
fprintf(fid,
fprintf(fid,
fprintf(fid,
fprintf(fid,
fprintf(fid,
clg
eval(['load
eval(['load
axis([0 120
sample - 4;
'Spin Length:
'Run Length:
'Spin Velocity:
\n\n') ;
'LL Per-Rot Gain:
'LL Per-Rot TC:
'MOD Per-Rot Gain:
'MOD Post-Rot TC:
'Per-Rot %%Good:
'Per-Rot MSE:
'\n\n');
'LL Post-Rot Gain:
'LL Post-Rot TC:
'MOD Post-Rot Gain:
'MOD Post-Rot TC:
'Post-Rot %%Good:
'Post-Rot MSE:
'\n\n\n\n');
%4.2f\n',spinl);
%3.0f\n',runlen);
%4.lf\n',spinv);
%4.3f\n',gainl);
%4.2f\n',taul);
%4.3f\n',gainper);
%4.2f\n',tcper);
%d\n',pgper);
%4.2f\n',msper);
%4.3f\n',gain2);
%4.2f\n',tau2);
%4.3f\n',gainpost);
%4.2f\n',tcpost);
%d\n',pgpost);
%4.2f\n',mspost);
',code,'.decspvl -mat']);
',code,'.decgoodl -mat']);
-150 150]);
minute size - 60 * sample;
t - [1:(2*minute_size)+1] / sample;
xlabel('Time since chair start (sec)');
ylabel('Slow Phase Velocity (deg/sec)');
plot(t(dec_good),dec_spv(dec_good),'.');
hold on
T(1)-tcper; K (1)-gainper;
T(2)-tcpost; K(2)-gainpost;
A(1)-120; A(2)--120;
if spinv>0
A=-A;
end
x-A(1)*K(1)*exp(-1*t/T(1));
plot(t(1:240),x(1:240));
y-A (2)*K (2) *exp (-l*t/T (2));
plot(t(241:480),y(1:240));
hold off
title(['SLS1 ',subcode,n,' Fit']);
eval(['print ',sub_code,n,'.ps']);
end
end
% Script sav_datto_file
% This script utilizes data from the model paramater fits, and labels representing
% subject, run, session, spin direction, spin duration, testing conditions
% (preflight, postflight, inflight) and inserts all (line by line for each segment)
% into a text data base which will be imported into Systat for analysis.
% MNeimark 6/96
num runs-length(run);
run_num_vect-1:num_runs;
session-str2num(sub code(2));
if length(sub_code)--3,
session-str2num(sub_code(2:3));
end
for i-l:numruns,
rp-run_problem(i);
if (run(i) -- 1) & (rp~-l) & (rp--4) & (rp--6),
% Test to ensure that run is to be recorded
pgoodper-pgoodvect (,i);
pgoodpost-pgoodvect(2,i);
tcper-fix(tc_vect(l,i) *100)/100;
tcpost-fix(tc_vect(2,i)*100)/100;
gainper-fix(gain_vect(1,i)*100)/100; %For Constraint Outliers
gainpost-fix(gain_vect(2,i) *100)/100 ;
MSEper=MSE_vect (1,i);
MSEpost=MSE_vect (2, i);
% Work on the per-rot segment first
if pgoodper>-60 & (tcper>0.15) & (gainper>0.06)...
& (tcper<150) & (gainper<6) & (MSEper<500),
fprintf(fid,'%c ',sub code(l));
fprintf(fid, 'PER ');
if session<-5
fprintf(fid, 'PRE ');
elseif (session--61session--71session--8)
fprintf(fid, 'EARLY ');
elseif (session--9 I session--10)
fprintf(fid,'LATE ');
else
fprintf(fid, 'OTHER ');
end
if (i=-21ii==41i==71i=9),
if run_problem(i)--7
fprintf(fid,'CW ');
else
fprintf(fid,'CC ');
end
elseif (i--31 i--51 i--81 i--10);
if run_problem(i)--7
fprintf(fid, 'CC ');
else
fprintf(fid,'CW ');
end
else
fprintf (fid, 'OTHER ');
end
if (-isnan(tcper) & run_problem(i)--2),
fprintf(fid,'%4.2f ',tcper);
else
fprintf(fid,'- ');
end
if -isnan(gainper) & runproblem(i)--2,
I
fprintf(fid,'%4.4f ',gainvect(1,i));
else
fprintf(fid,'- ');
end
fprintf(fid, '%d ',i);
fprintf(fid,'%d ',session);
if (subcode(1)--'T' Isub code(1)--'M')
fprintf(fid,'Y\n');
else
fprintf(fid,'N\n');
end
end
% Now work on post rot segment
if pgoodpost>-60 & (tcpost>0.15) & (gainpost>0.06)...
& (tcpost<150) & (gainpost<6) & (MSEpost<500),
fprintf(fid,'%c ',subcode(1));
if rp--5,
if (i--41i-=5ii--91i==10),
fprintf(fid,'DMP ');
else
fprintf(fid,'HE ');
end
else
fprintf(fid,'HE\n');
end
if session<-5
fprintf(fid, 'PRE ');
elseif (session--61session--7lsession--8)
fprintf(fid,'EARLY ');
elseif (session--9 I session--10)
fprintf(fid, 'LATE ');
else
fprintf(fid, 'OTHER ');
end
if (i==21i==41i=-=71i-9),
if run_problem(i)--~7
fprintf(fid,'CW ');
else
fprintf(fid, 'CC ');
end
elseif (i--31 i--51 i--81 i--10),
if runproblem(i)--7,
fprintf(fid, 'CC ');
else
fprintf(fid,'CW ');
end
else
fprintf(fid,'OTHER ');
end
if -isnan(tcpost) & runproblem(i)-~3,
fprintf(fid,'%4.2f ',tcpost);
else
fprintf(fid,'- ');
end
if -isnan(gainpost) & run_problem(i)--3
fprintf(fid,'%4.4f ',gain_vect(2,i));
else
fprintf(fid,'- ');
end
fprintf(fid, '%d ',i);
fprintf(fid,'%d ',session);
if (sub_code(1)=='T' Isub_code(1)=-'M')
fprintf(fid, 'Y\n');
else
I
fprintf(fid, 'N\n');
end
end
end
end
I
% stat_prep_batch
% Prepares an SPV profile for statistical analysis. The first
% step is time-shifting and stripping out extra data to leave
% one minute per-rotatory and one minute post-rotatory. The
% second step is outlier detection. The third step is decimation
% by a factor of 30 down to 4 Hz.
% D. Balkwill 8/8/91
% Modified by T Liefeld, 12/17/92 to use a longer per-
% rotatory period consistent with the later use of actual
% tach signals as the stimulus for per-rotatory model
% fitting scripts.
% Modified again for use with batch analysis scripts
% Further Modified 6/96 MNeimark
sample - 120;
minute_size - 60 * sample;
%load data
eval(['load ',run_code,'.aspvl -mat']);
eval(['load ',run_code,'.parms -mat']);
x - aspv;
clear aspv
% Normalize SPV profile to one-minute per and post-rotatory
% On the longer per_rotatory file, perform outlier detection
% only upon the normslized one minute section due to the
% difficulty in dealing with a different exponential on the
% initial rise. Make all extended per-rot files 65 seconds
% long, truncating extra data or padding as before
y - zeros(1,2 * minutesize + 1); %initialize to two minutes
delay - delay*sample ;
spinl - spinl*sample;
if (spinl >- minute_size) %extract first minute of per-rotatory
y(1:minute_size) - x(delay:(delay+minute_size-1));
else %pad per-rotatory out to one minute
y(1:spinl) - x(delay:(delay+spinl-1));
y(spinl+l:minute_size) - zeros (1,minutesize-spinl);
end
%post-rotatory data
if ((max(size(x))-delay-spinl) >- minute_size) %extract first minute
% of post-rotatory
y(minute_size+1 :2*minute_size+l) = x((delay+spinl):(delay+spinl+minutesize));
else %pad post-rotatory out to one minute
y(((minute size+):(minute size+max(size(x))-delay-spinl))
x((delay+spinl+l):(max(size(x))));
y((minute_size+l+max(size (x))-delay-round (spinl)):2*minute size+) -
zeros (1,minute_size-max(size(x))+l+delay+round(spinl)) * median(x((max(size(x))-
5): (max(size(x))-1)));
end
% Determine sections to be excluded from statistical analysis
% (dropouts and outliers).
t - [1:(2*minute_size+1)] / sample;
good_data - ones(1,2*minute_size+1);
%find valid range for log outlier detection in per-rotatory section
fprintf('Per-rotatory:\n');
i - sample + 1; %one second after start
j - i + 20 * sample; %insist upon 20 seconds, minimum
while (abs(mean(y(j:j+5*sample))) > 10) %look for mean spy under 10 deg/sec
j - j + 2 * sample;
end
tl - t(i:j);
yl - y(i:j);
[logoutl,under,over,m,b] - log_outlier(tl,yl);
%take care of under- or over-flow
good_data(i:j) - -logoutl;
if (under > 0)
good_data(i-under:i-1) - zeros(1,under);
end
if (over > 0)
gooddata(j+l:j+over) = zeros(l,over);
end
%save final fit in parms file as first-order "model fit"
taul - -l/m;
gainl - exp(b)/120;
fprintf('Time length of outliers from log fit is ');
fprintf('%5.2f seconds.\n', (sum(logoutl)+under+over)/sample);
% do magnitude outlier detection on remainder of per-rotatory SPV
i - j + over + 1;
[magoutl,under,over] = magoutlier(t(i:minute size),y(i:minute_size),30);
good_data(i:minute_size) = -magoutl;
if (under > 0)
good_data(i-under:i-1) = zeros(l,under);
end
fprintf('Time length of outliers from magnitude threshold is');
fprintf(' %5.2f seconds.\n', (sum(magoutl)+under)/sample);
% don't fill in any overflow, because this would be post-rotatory
delay - delay / sample;
spinl - spinl / sample;
%find valid range for outlier detection in post-rotatory section
fprintf('Post-rotatory:\n');
i - minute size + sample + 1; %one second after stop
j - i + 20 * sample; %insist upon 20 seconds, minimum
while (abs(mean(y(j:j+5*sample))) > 10)
j - j + 2 * sample;
if j>2*minute_size+l-5*sample, % Added 8/16 1996 MAN
j=2*minute size+1-5*sample; % to avoid error.
break
end
I
end
t2 - t(i:j);
y2 - y(i:j);
[logout2,under,over,m,b] - log_outlier(t2,y2);
%take care of under- or over-flow
gooddata(i:j) - -logout2;
if (under > 0)
gooddata(i-under:i-1) - zeros(1,under);
end
if (over > 0)
good data(j+l:j+over) - zeros(l,over);
end
%save final fit in parms file as first-order "model fit"
tau2 - -1/m;
gain2 - exp(b + 60 * m)/120;
fprintf('Time length of outliers from log fit is ');
fprintf('%5.2f seconds.\n', (sum(logout2)+under+over)/sample);
% do magnitude outlier detection on remainder of post-rotatory SPV
i - j + over + 1;
[magout2,under,over] - magoutlier(t(i:2*minute_size),y(i:2*minute_size),30);
good_data(i:2*minute_size) - -magout2;
if (under > 0)
good_data(i-under:i-1) - zeros (1,under);
end
fprintf('Time length of outliers from magnitude threshold');
fprintf(' is %5.2f seconds.\n', (sum(magout2)+under)/sample);
% don't fill in any overflow, because this would be past two minutes
fprintf('Overall percentage of good data is %6.2f\n',100*mean(good_data));
eval(['save ',run_code,'.parms delay spinl spiny runlen taul gain1 tau2 gain2 T1
T2']);
clear t tl t2 yl y2 i j logoutl logout2 minute_size sample
clear delay spinl spinv T1 T2 runlen under over magoutl magout2
clear m b taul gain1 tau2 gain2
normspv - y;
clear y
% save normalized data, having departed from 'file_specs' at this point
dec_spv-resample (norm_spv, 4,120);
decgood-round(resample(good_data,4,120));
eval(['save ',run_code,'.dec_spvl dec_spv']);
eval(['save ',run_code,'.decgoodl dec_good']);
clear good data norm_spv
clear t taul tau2 run_len spinl spiny
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BUILDING 6
BUILDING 20
BUILDING 26
Secretary/MVL
Arlyn Hertz
Mary Terhune
Teresa Santiago
Kristen Barilaro
Barbara Balkwill
Rosemary Hanlon
Michael Richard
Beverly Linton
Kimberly Farrell
Deborah Gage
37-219
37-241
37-271
37-284
37-276
37-287
37-538
37-582
37-675
37-607
NE80-6044
Secretary 6-204
Michael Richard
Will Plummer
20B-145
20B-145
Ann Conklin 26-331
3-7805
3-1456
3-7527
3-7078
3-6116
3-6104
3-8433
3-3746
3-3769
3-1736
3-0228
3-3718
3-4824
3-4824
3-5628
mvl
aph
mt
teresa
kfisher
balkwill
hanlon
mjr
balinton
kimf
dgage
mjr
will
aconklin@mit
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EXTEN. USERIDLOCATION
except where noted, CSR FAX number is 253-0861
CSR ADMINISTRATION
ROOM EXTENSION
Director's Office
Claude R. Canizares, Director 37-241 3-7501
Eugene B. Galton, Acting Associate Director 37-255 3-7502
Arlyn Hertz, Administrative Secretary 37-241 3-1456
FAX NUMBER: 253-3111
Administrative Office
John P. Politano, Jr., Administrative Officer 37-291 3-6103
Barbara A. Balkwill, Administrative Secretary 37-287 3-6104
Deborah Grupp, Financial Assistant 37-274 3-0698
Joan G. Boughan, Fiscal Officer 37-281 3-6102
Teresa Santiago, Fiscal Administrative Assistant 37-284 3-7078
Kristen Barilaro, Senior Secretary 37-276 3-6116
CSR PRIMARY FAX NUMBER: 253-0861
CSR Facility Office
Richard Benford, Safety & Facility Coordinator 37-275 3-8062
James Marolda, Driver/Utility 37-280 3-7941
Computer & Network Information
Kenton Phillips, Network Manager 37-422C 3- 2067
Kathleen Hohlfeld, Asst. Network Manager 37-422A 3-3322
Geoffrey B. Crew, Chairman, Computer Committee 37-515 3-3789
William F. Marlar Lounge
Arlyn Hertz, Reservation Coordinator 37-241 3-1456
CSR Reading Room
Michael Richard, Librarian 37-582 3-3746
HOURS: Monday through Friday, 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
except where noted, CSR FAX number is 253-0861
GROUPS WITHIN CSR
ROOM EXTENSION
ACIS Project Office
William F. Mayer, Program Manager NE80-6073 3-5807
Deborah Gage, Senior Secretary NE80-6044 3-0228
FAX NUMBER: 253-8084
AXAF Science Center
Claude R. Canizares, Head of MIT Collaboration 37-241 3-7501
Arlyn Hertz, Administrative Secretary 37-241 3-1456
CCD Laboratory
George R. Ricker, Head 37-535 3-7532
Rosemary Hanlon, Administrative Assistant 37-538 3-8433
Laboratory/Common Room 37-518 3-7466
FAX NUMBER: 258-6921
Gravity And Cosmology ResearchlLIGO Project
Rainer Weiss, Head 20F-102 3-3527
Michael Richard, Senior Secretary 20B-145 3-4824
Will Plummer, Secretary 20B-145 3-4824
FAX NUMBER: 253-7014
HETE Project Office
Eugene B. Galton, Program Manager 37-511 3-9847
Rosemary Hanlon, Administrative Assistant 37-538 3-8433
HETG Project Office
Eugene Galton, Program Manager 37-415 3-7294
Kimberly Farrell, Senior Secretary 37-607 3-1736
Man-Vehicle Laboratory
Charles M. Oman, Head 37-211 3-7508
Secretary 37-219 3-7805
GROUPS WITHIN CSR
ROOM EXTENSION
Space Plasma Group
John W. Belcher, Co-Head
Alan J. Lazarus, Co-Head
Beverly Linton, Senior Secretary
Michigan-Dartmouth-MIT Observatory
Richard Binzel, Head of MIT Collaboration
Secretary
MDM Main Number: (602) 322-3360
MDM Fax Number: (602) 322-3364
Theoretical Astrophysics Group
Secretary
FAX NUMBER: 253-9798
Theoretical Geo/Cosmo Plasma Physics
Tom T.S. Chang, Head
Mary Terhune, Senior Secretary
XTE Project Office
William F. Mayer, Program Manager
FAX NUMBER: 253-8084
Space Microstructures Laboratory
Mark S. Schattenburg, Head
Kimberly Farrell, Senior Secretary
Laboratory
Clean Rooms Holography Lab
Main Lab
37-695
37-687
37-675
54-418
6-216
6-216
37-261
37-271
NE80-6043
37-421
37-607
37-484
37-482
37-486
except where noted, CSR FAX number is 253-0861
3-4385
3-4280
3-3769
3-6486
3-3718
3-3718
3-7523
3-7527
3-7552
3-3180
3-1736
8-8615
8-8622
8-8621
